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Abstract

Urban public spaces have been considered an essential part of cities throughout history.

Over the span of urban life, public spaces have continuously reflected the complexities of their

cities’ cultural, social, and economic contexts. Public spaces play a particular role in the life of

urban areas, whether as memorable, accessible, or meaningful places.

However, recent researches on public spaces reveal that some are currently experiencing

a decline in their physical design and in their use. Many writers and scholars of public spaces

issues identify a general decline, for which the causes and prescriptions are different according to

the context of urban planning and designing. Thus, in this period of change in using public

spaces, it becomes important to evaluate and investigate actual use of contemporary public

spaces, how and why they are used, particularly in terms of their physical deterioration and/or

improvement. Therefore, an opportunity exists to reveal and understand the interrelationship

between physical patterns of contemporary public spaces and people’s activity patterns within

such spaces.

This thesis relates to urban public spaces uses, particularly public squares, and to the

relationship between their physical and activity patterns. It considers the design features of urban

public space, focusing on people’s activities and various forms of use – from passive to active

engagement to understand the activity-physical patterns relationship in a selected urban public

space. It therefore asks: How do people’s activities relate to the physical patterns of an urban

public space? And how are people’s activities affected and encouraged by urban public space’s

physical features?

In order to address these questions, this thesis employs a methodology that combines

direct field observations, activity mapping and Geographical Information Systems (GIS), as

applied to a selected public space in Toronto, Mel Lastman Square to reveal the activity patterns

that appear to be correlated with particular use of design features within the square.

Thus, the value of this thesis is in studying the relationship between the activities and the

physical settings of urban public spaces through using a proposed methodology and exploring

GIS as an analytical tool to describe the activity-patterns relationship. Analyzing this relationship

will add insights into and complement the application of urban design theories and practice

which could lead to further studies to improve the public spaces design and planning process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Introduction

This chapter introduces the problem statement, research questions, purpose statement and

significance of the research as well as the thesis outline.

1.1.1. Framing of the Research Problem/Motivation

Urban public spaces have been considered an essential part of cities throughout history. It

is obvious that cities and their public spaces have a very close relationship, whereby, over the

span of urban life, public spaces have continuously reflected the complexities of their cities’

cultural, social, and economic contexts. Public spaces play a particular role in the life of urban

areas, whether as memorable, accessible, or meaningful places (Madanipour, 2010). People may

feel attached to both the social and physical aspects of public spaces. Therefore, these spaces

may be places for socializing, hosting the greatest number of people’s interactions (Tibbalds,

2003). Moreover, their physical attributes may indicate particular meanings to the people, having

a significant impact on people’s perceptions, interactions and activities (Canter, 1977).

However, recent researches on public spaces reveal that some are currently experiencing

a decline in their physical design and in their use (Carmona, 2010). In his article “Contemporary

public space: critique and classification”, Carmona (2010) mentions that the critiques in this

realm begin with the attitude that public spaces are facing a physical deterioration. Many writers

and scholars of public spaces issues identify a general decline, for which the causes and

prescriptions are different according to the context of urban planning and designing. For

example, one of the critiques that Carmona (2010) discusses relates to the phenomenon of

“Invaded Space”, resulting from the loss or lack of social function and experiences in urban

spaces that is now over used by traffic and private cars.

Thus, in this period of change in using public spaces, it becomes important to evaluate

and investigate actual use of contemporary public spaces, how and why they are used,

particularly in terms of their physical deterioration and/or improvement. As some scholars of

urban planning and designing, including Jan Ghel (1987) and William Whyte (1980), have

argued, the use of public spaces is an empirical result of the physical qualities of space.
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Therefore, an opportunity exists to reveal and understand the interrelationship between

physical patterns of contemporary public spaces and people’s activity patterns within these

spaces. Such empirical researches on public spaces will help to find out why and how “some

places work and others do not” (Whyte, 1980). Moreover, it should be possible to find out how

physical settings impact the experience of activities taking place within the public spaces.

1.1.2. Problem Statement and Research Questions

This thesis relates to urban public spaces uses, particularly public squares, and to the

relationship between their physical and activity patterns. It considers the design features of urban

public space, focusing on people’s activities and various forms of use – from “passive to active

engagement” (Carmona, 2010). Therefore, it attempts to understand the activity-physical patterns

relationship in urban public spaces (Golicnik, 2011). It relies on a selected public space in

Toronto, Mel Lastman Square, for which data were collected from field observation (Whyte,

1980) and activity mapping (Ittleson et al. 1970) by using geographic positioning system (GPS

device) to capture activity points.

The research problem addresses the lack of actual knowledge about activity patterns and

their integration with physical patterns in the process of designing the contemporary urban public

spaces (Golicnik, 2011). This problem forms the main reason to clarify, evaluate and analyze the

relationship between physical patterns and people’s activity patterns within urban public spaces.

The importance of appropriate knowledge of the relationship between physical and activity

patterns is argued by several scholars including Lynch (1960), Relph (1976), Canter (1977),

Whyte (1980), Gehl (1987), Punter (1991), Montgomery (1998) and Carmona (2010). A

literature review reveals that they have addressed this field of planning and design more than

other researchers. The specific aspects that this thesis wants to investigate exist either in their

research methods or in their theoretical arguments.

To obtain actual knowledge about the physical and activity patterns relationships and

apply this empirical knowledge in practice, in general, this research focuses on the theories of

place and takes advantage of combined methodology including field direct observation and

activity mapping through using GPS devices. Thus, this thesis draws heavily on classic

theoretical works, including the fundamental urban design theories of Lynch (1960) – Image of

the City– and Conzen (1960) – Urban morphology– and the specific theories of place developed
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by Relph (1976), Canter (1977), Punter (1991) and Montgomery (1998). In terms of the research

methodology this study draws on a combination of Whyte’s (1980) empirical research, which is

based on field observation and Golicnik (2011) integrated method of activity mapping (Ittleson

et al., 1970) and geographic information system (GIS) analysis.

Lynch (1960) pointed out five key physical elements: paths, edges, districts, nodes and

landmarks that together define image of a city: “districts are structured with nodes, defined by

edges, penetrated by paths, and sprinkled with landmarks…” (Lynch, 1960: 48-49). Thus, public

spaces, particularly, could be nodes where activities take place and might have formed by

pedestrian paths, edges and could be a memorable place for people. In his study of ‘urban

morphology’ Conzen (1960) analyzes the physical form by focusing on the patterns of streets,

blocks/parcels and buildings. From these, he derives patterns of movement.

For Relph (1976), each place has a “unique address”. Without explaining how it becomes

identifiable he argued that “physical setting”, “activities” and “meanings” constitute the three

basic elements of place identity. Drawing on Relph’s work, Canter (1977) indicated places as a

realm for “activities”, “physical attributes” and “conceptions” (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Basic Elements of Place, Canter (1977)

Activities
Physical
Attributes

Conceptions

Places
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With respect to Canter’s idea of place, Punter (1991) and Montgomery (1998) added

other components and measurable variables to this idea. Montgomery (1998) emphasized that

this “augmented model” identifies the quality or characteristics of a space more precisely and

illustrates how design can contribute to and enhance the potential sense of place (Figure 1.2).

Montgomery (1998) believes that based on these components there is an opportunity to

derive a set of principles for place making and creating successful urban spaces (Montgomery,

1998: 97).

Considering theories of place, this thesis will present its conceptual and theoretical

framework based on two main components of a place: physical setting and activity. The link

between these two components of a place has long been evaluated by public space researchers,

particularly planners and urban designers (Handy et al., 2002). To provide more clear illustration

of the link’s importance, however, researchers must develop an alternative framework for the

relationships of the two components of physical settings and activity. Therefore, set of typologies

Figure 1.2. Components of Sense of Place, Montgomery (1998)
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of the physical features and activities must be refined, and more empirical knowledge of the

actual use of the space and the activity-physical patterns relationship must be developed.

According to the literature review the concepts, theories, and methods used by urban

planners provide a foundation for researches penetrating to the relationship between physical

settings and activities taken place within public spaces (Handy et al., 2002). The purpose of this

thesis are twofold: to provide an overview of this foundation and to explore the relationship

between the physical and activity patterns of a place as it contributes to the field of urban

planning and designing. In doing so, the related challenges in defining characteristics and

typologies of the physical settings and people’s activity patterns are considered through

obtaining an empirical knowledge of the actual use of the public space.

The main goal of the research is to explore and understand how physical patterns produce

or reproduce different social interactions and activities and how these activity–physical pattern

relationships make the public spaces work or do not work. The principle theories of place

introduced above will form the foundation for this exploration. Firstly, by considering the theory

of place it would be adapted for place–making principles (Montgomery, 1998) through a

proposed theoretical framework. This framework would be tested through using the proposed

research methodology, which combines field direct observation (Whyte, 1980), activity mapping

(Ittleson et al., 1970) through using GPS to capture activity points and GIS analysis (Golicnik,

2011). Thus, the following research questions will address the goal of this study:

 How do people’s activities relate to the physical patterns of an urban public space?

 How are people’s activities affected and encouraged by urban public space’s physical

features?

Following on from the principal theories and concepts of place, this thesis will contribute

to the urban design literature by synthesizing the place theories, adding as well, a practical

combined methodology in data collection and analysis. Therefore, this study is an attempt to

clarify how physical settings impact people’s activity patterns within the urban public space.

Answering such research questions will fill the gap between theory and practice in this particular

part of the place–making and urban design process.
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1.1.3. Focus/Purpose Statement

According to several urban designers and academic scholars such as Carmona (2010), a

significant decline is occurring in people’s use of public spaces and a corresponding increase in

personal mobility. In general, public spaces have been experiencing a “backing off” and release

in terms of their use, caused by the privatization trend (Carmona, 2010). Therefore, concerns

about “placelessness” are growing, as well as about absence or loss of meaning, its consequences

and the decline in meaningful space. If the use of public spaces becomes less, there will be less

motivation to create new spaces and to maintain and/or improve existing ones as well (Carmona,

2010).

Accordingly, this research will explore the relationship between two main components of

place – physical setting and activity – and concentrates on the relationship between physical

features of the urban public space related to people’s activity patterns. Moreover, it is intended to

improve a better understanding about the actual use of the public spaces associated with physical

settings through empirical knowledge gaining from direct observations and activity maps using a

GPS device to record activity points.

Thus, this study attempts to identify the physical and activity patterns of a public space

located in a diverse city, Toronto, named Mel Lastman Square. Moreover, this research applies a

combination of two main methods to examine the relationship between physical and activity

characteristic of the selected case study:

 Field observation, according to William Whyte’s (1980) methodology looks at work

done ‘in the field’ and extracts empirical knowledge based on activities that are taking

place within the space, considering the activities’ type, number of people involved,

gender, group age within the place and the day, time and weather conditions.

 Activity Mapping and GIS Analysis links the data collected from direct observations

with activity maps through using GPS device for marking individuals’ activity points.

GIS analysis will reveal the most and least areas used or that remain unused by

considering activity frequencies. Through the GIS analysis and collected data, and

based on place theories a more critical and analytical discussion about public spaces’

physical design features and the relationship between people’s activities will emerge.
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Therefore, this research clarifies the role of observation and use of a GIS database in

public space design and planning processes. Through the field observation, activity maps and

GIS analyses, and based upon the specified theoretical framework, a more critical and analytical

discussion of physical patterns and their influence on activity patterns will occur. Moreover,

based on the proposed theoretical and methodological framework, a better understanding of the

criteria needed to investigate the relationship between physical and activity patterns will be

established (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3. Thesis Process

1.1.4. Significance of the Research

The main significance of this research is its explanation of the relationship between

spatial characteristics and activity patterns in urban public spaces. The primary contribution is a

methodology that combines Whyte’s (1980) work on field observation and Golicnik’s (2011)

work using activity maps and GIS as a spatial analysis tool in planning processes for urban

public spaces.

This research will identify the existing efficiencies in designing urban public spaces, with

special reference to Canadian practices. Therefore, it explores theories in this realm and based on

its main subject, determines and emphasizes the interrelation between two place components. In

addition, it will emphasis the importance of public life and contributes to the better

understanding of people places and people’s activities within them, as it defines activity and

design features typologies that can help Canadian planners design new public spaces or improve

existing ones accordingly. Moreover, this study will link public space design theories and

Understanding the
relationship between
physical and activity

patterns

Literature review
(Place Theories)

Conceptual /Theoretical
Framework

Methodology
(Observation, activity

maps and GIS analyses)
Results and findings

Case Study
(Mel Lastman Square,

Toronto)
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practice, add to current Canadian design and planning content, and provide directions for urban

designers and planners through using real time data.

This thesis will contribute to the urban design literature by considering place theories and

concepts to determine whether they are implemented in current public space designs and

principles. Studying the relationship between physical settings and activities will provide a broad

overview of the concepts of place theory, and identify the important role of this relationship in

public spaces design processes. Therefore, this research will fill a knowledge gap in the field of

urban design and clarify the role the built environment plays in creating relationships between

physical settings and people’s activity. Analyzing this relationship will add insight into and

complement the application of urban design theories and practice which could lead to further

study to improve the design and planning process.

1.1.5. Research Outline/Road Map

To achieve the research goal and to answer the research question, this research includes

various chapters (Figure 1.4).

Following the research introduction, a literature review leads to the theoretical framework

of this study, which is based on Relph (1976), Canter (1977), Punter (1991) and Montgomery’s

(1998) theory of place. It is important to understand how theories of place were developed

through time and follow the evolution to contemporary patterns and designs to find out what

elements were applied in their planning and design process. The focus of this review is theories

and concepts of public spaces design, which are examined, to provide an understanding of what

components are involved in the planning and designing of public spaces. It is through an

examination of the place theory literature that the importance of the place components – physical

setting, activity pattern, and meaning– are revealed. The literature pertaining to public spaces’

physical setting and, more specifically, focused on people’s activity and the relation between

these two main components of place, is essential to this study. This thesis therefore presents the

main elements, principles and characteristics of places that influence people’s activity patterns

within a public space. As well, it will make the argument that place theories and concepts play a

major role in the public space design process and are imperative in creating socially vibrant

spaces. The information and criteria derived from this literature review will be a part of the

activity–physical pattern relationship analysis and will form the conceptual theoretical
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framework of the research. This framework of place theories and principles provides the basis on

which the relationship between individuals’ activity and physical patterns within public spaces

are investigated.

Chapter Three details the research design process, the methodology of data collection and

data analysis based on the conceptual and theoretical framework, along with introducing the case

study. This chapter explores the methodological procedure in order to achieve the research

objective. Using GIS analysis reveals that a quantitative approach is employed in this research

study. The research design is exploratory and the goal is to understand and evaluate the

relationship between physical patterns and people’s activity within selected public space for

answering the research questions. In addition, in this chapter, the data collection and

management procedure will be described in detail. This part of the study provides the

explanation of the direct field observation and activity mapping methods through using GPS

device as well as the GIS analysis that will be applied to the case study.

The research observation results and analysis will be presented in Chapter Four. This

chapter applies the proposed conceptual and theoretical framework through the research

methodology and provides detailed descriptions of the collected and managed data, starting with

the direct observations, activity maps and capturing activity points through using GPS device.

Data analysis then continues to the GIS analysis, which includes analyzing the relationship

between people’s activity and physical patterns of the selected public space based on the

conceptual and theoretical framework derived from place theories and principles.

Finally, based on the outputs of all the previous chapters, including the literature review,

research methodology, and research analysis results, Chapter Five provides the research

conclusion. This final chapter will lead to answering the research question and understanding the

research significance. Finally, concludes with a discussion on possible future research based on

the research’s results and conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1. Introduction

Urban planning and designing research has been increasingly addressed by designers and

planners to provide information for creating urban places. Urban space designers have taken an

essential role in urban environmental improvement by creating conceptual, theoretical, and

practical knowledge on the use of these places. Therefore, significant advances in research,

design and application have been made since the appearance of earlier investigations on urban

spaces, to find out people’s activity patterns within these places (Cooper and Francis, 1998:71).

Montgomery (1998) believes that active and vibrant urban spaces are associated with the

knowledge of how to manage, develop and design cities. In this regard, he uses the term

“Urbanity”, which is consists of a city filled with activity, street life and urban culture.

According to Montgomery (1998) designing, developing and managing such places will

proceed during a long time period and require understanding of the impacts on characteristics of

urban spaces and the amount of people using it. Why do some places work and why so many

new developments are experiencing deterioration in use? Generally, place making needs the

understanding of place design theories and practices, the skill to design for a vibrant space and

the judgment to know when a place needs to be designed and when should be left for organic

growth and development according to people’s needs (Montgomery, 1998: 94). Designing and

planning of urban areas is essentially about place making. Peter Buchanan (1988) believes that

places are not just particular spaces with physical attributes, but they accommodate different

activities and interactions take place within them which provide an opportunity for using such

places.

The link between the physical and activity components of a place has been take into

consideration in public space design process (Handy et al., 2002: 64). By establishing an

alternative framework exploring the relationship between physical and activity pattern within

urban places, researchers attempt to develop more complete data on this relationship (Cooper and

Francis, 1998). Therefore, urban planners’ concepts, theories and methods on place and place
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making, provide a foundation for researches about the relationship between the physical and

activity patterns of urban spaces.

As discussed in Chapter One, the purpose of this research is to provide an overview of

this theoretical and methodological underpinning. Moreover, this thesis outlines the potential

methodological and theoretical contributions of public space design in the field of urban

planning toward exploration of the physical-activity patterns relationship within urban public

spaces.

The urban design literature on urban public spaces provides theories illustrating the link

between physical attributes and the use of urban spaces. Thus, these theories intend to prescribe

how to create urban spaces that people will use. The principles for creating urban spaces can be

traced in concepts and theories of key thinkers in this filed. Therefore, this thesis builds on their

theoretical framework and methodological research on urban spaces. For example, in terms of

fundamental theories of place, Kevin Lynch’s 1960 “Image of the City” described and evaluated

the built environment and defined physical characteristics of a city. Considering Lynch’s work,

Relph (1976) and Canter (1977) investigate components of place. Drawing on their work, Punter

(1991) and Montgomery (1998) intended to understand why a place is being used and how its

characteristics can be improved by establishing the principles for place making based on specific

components of place: physical setting, activity and meaning.

In terms of methodological research, William Whyte’s (1980) observations of public

plazas in New York City stand as research studies of the link between urban design attributes and

people’s activity patterns, using time lapse film to document these patterns in midtown

Manhattan’s plazas in the 1970s. Whyte’s work has contributed many useful design principles

such as the importance of providing comfortable “sittable” areas in open spaces. His research

proves that variety in use is widely regarded as one of the prerequisites for a successful urban

space. He tried to find out how activity patterns interrelate with the physical dimensions of urban

spaces. In the most recent research methodology, Golicnik (2011) also works on relationships

between physical settings of urban spaces and their uses. Her research focuses on an integration

of activity mapping and Geographic Information System (GIS) as a spatial analysis tool and

attempts to describe the patterns of use associated with physical structure of urban spaces.

This chapter attempts to cover principal theories of urban spaces, first by considering

definitions, characteristics, importance, values of urban public spaces and the relationship
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between people and space. Then, steps forward to theoretical concepts of place. Additionaly will

form the bases for the proposed theoretical framework for this thesis according to key thinkers of

the urban planning and designing field. As noted in Chapter One, a major contribution of this

study is its methodological research based on William Whyte’s (1980) observational studies,

Ittleson et al.’s (1970) activity mapping and integrating these methods with GIS analysis

according to Golicnik (2011) combined methodology. However, the methodological research

will be discussed in the next chapter - Chapter Three: Research Methodology.

Therefore, this chapter focuses on theories and concepts of urban spaces, with particular

attention to physical and activity dimensions of space relevant to the purpose of this research –

understanding physical and activity pattern relationships within urban spaces. By reviewing

design dimensions of urban spaces identified by key researchers in the urban design field, I

present principles of place making focusing on already established principles of activity and

physical patterns. Finally, a theoretical framework for this thesis will be proposed which is based

on place theories and concepts. This framework considers the activity and physical pattern

principles of place making and will be part of the methodological framework developed in the

following chapter and will apply in the selected case study (Figure 2.1).
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2.2. Place and Space

The change in the nature of urban space can be followed in the relationship between

“space” and “place” in the literature: while space is considered to be more abstract and

impersonal, place is identified as having meaning and value (Madanipour, 2010:6). Therefore,

space is the starting point for understanding place. Norberg-Schultz (1980) believes that a place

is a space with a distinct character. For Relph (1976), space provides the context for place, but

derives its meaning from a particular place (Madanipour, 2010).

Places by combining “location”, “locale” and “sense of place” illustrate a particular

meaning. Location is defined with a specific geographical coordinates and refers to the “where”

of place. Locale refers to the social interactions and includes all the visible and tangible

dimensions of a place. Sense of place relates to the more intangible aspects of a place such as

feelings, perceptions and emotions that the place reveals (Cresswell, 2009: 169). Places are

continuously constitutes people’s daily lives such as working, shopping. Thus, places are spaces

when are being “used”, “experienced” and “lived”. (Cresswell, 2009: 170). It is difficult to

define place and give a precise and practical meaning to it. The academic literature on place and

the related concept of place making is being discussed in different fields of human sciences

researches including geography, social anthropology, landscape architecture, architecture,

environmental psychology, planning, and philosophy.

Thus, scholars are seeking to find answers on how to define a place by establishing

particular criteria (Friedman, 2010). According to Friedman (2010) “Place making is everyone’s

job, local residents as well as official planners”. Cresswell (2009) defined a place as a three

dimensional space granted by people who are using it and introduces place characteristics

considering social interactions, inclusiveness, performability and being dynamic. To these

qualitative characteristics of urban places Friedman (2010) added three more; 1) in terms of

scale, places must be small and consider pedestrian scale for more variety of social interactions,

2) in terms of use, places must be inhabited and lived in so that the physical and social aspects of

the place have the opportunity to modify accordingly. This will reveal the spatial patterns as well

as potential social interactions within the space, 3) in terms of place’s values, places constitute an

invisible and subjective attributes that are known as place attachment, place identity and sense of

place (Friedman, 2010, 154-155).
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2.2.1. Public Space Definition

Public space is an integral part of the public realm. The physical public realm means the

series of spaces and settings that support or facilitate public life and social interaction. It is

considered as sites or settings of formal and informal public life that have ‘physical’ (i.e. space)

and ‘social’ (i.e. activity) dimensions. The activities and events occurring within urban spaces

can make it the socio – cultural public realm (Carmona, 2010, 137). For Montgomery (1998), the

public realm in a city accomplishes different functions by providing meeting places, defining

spaces for local traditions and identifying meaning and identity (Montgomery, 1998: 110). The

UK’s Lord Rogers’ Urban Task Force Report (1999) says “public space should be conceived of

as an outdoor room within a neighborhood, somewhere to relax, and enjoy the urban experience,

a venue for a range of different activities, from outdoor eating to street entertainment; from sport

and play areas to a venue for civic or political functions; and most importantly of all a place for

walking or sitting out. Public spaces work best when they establish a direct relationship between

the space and the people who live and work around it” (Thompson, 2002, 61).

Public space as a fundamental part of the public realm is penetrating in social sciences

and humanities disciplines. Thus, the UK government has adopted the following definition of

public space (Carmona et al. 2010: 137):

Public space relates to all those parts of the built and natural environment

where the public have free access. It encompasses: all the streets, squares and

other rights of way, whether predominantly in residential, commercial or

community/civic uses; the open spaces and parks; and the “public-private”

spaces where public access is unrestricted (at least during daylight hours). It

includes the interfaces with key internal and private spaces to which the public

normally has free access.

Cooper and Francis (1998) gave a definition drawn from the work of Lynch (1981) who

argues that open space is open when it is accessible; “urban open spaces are defined as publicly

accessible open places designed and built for human activity and enjoyment including parks and

downtown plazas” (Cooper and Francis, 1998: 76).
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2.2.2. Public Space Characteristics

According to Carr et al. (1992), in terms of use and design, public space characterized in

three main categories. Thus, these places as well as being “meaningful” – allowing people to

make rich linkage and attachments with place, being “Democratic” – protecting the right of user

groups, being accessible to all groups and providing for freedom of action – should be

“Responsive” – to address residents’ needs (Carmona, 2010, 208-209).

A set of features is considered to list the principle public space characteristics and will

provide people’s primary needs within the public spaces:

 Safety: Feeling safe in an open space has been identified in several studies as an important

prerequisite for people’s use of a place particularly for women, children and elderly (Copper

and Francis, 1998: 89).

 Comfort: This is another theme in urban open space research. Adequate and comfortable

seating, solar access, and protection from wind, rain, and other climate elements have been

considered as important reasons for open space use and satisfaction (Cooper and Francis,

1998: 90). For Carmona (2010) successful public spaces provide comfort environment for the

residents which are measured by people’s activity duration as well as considering

environmental (sun, wind…), physical (seating choices…), psychological (space

character…) situations as sense of comfort. Physical design and/or management strategies

can improve the sense of comfort (Carmona, 2010: 209).

 Aesthetics, Public art and Perception: These are important aspects of landscape quality but

not understood appropriately. How people perceive a space may contribute to the space use

or lack of use. (Cooper and Francis, 1998: 91).

 Meaning: There is a growing awareness that use of an open space may not in itself be enough

to make a space successful. The larger meaning of an environment for people is an important

dimension of urban quality. Appleyard (1979) has argued that the environment serves as a

social and political symbol filled with meaning. Open spaces can have a larger

“connectedness” for people, as seen for example in the national attachment to Times Square

in New York City or local attachment to a central park in a small town. Some researchers

have discussed that people do not have to use the space since it has a particular meaning or

value to them. The fact that a space is considered as an important symbol or reference may be
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enough for people to attach meaning to the open space even though they are not using it

(Cooper and Francis 1998, : 91)

 Control and participation: The amount and freedom and control a space offers have been

suggested as the basis for people’s use and enjoyment of an open space (Lynch, 1981). Use

participation in the design and management process can directly contribute to the later

satisfaction of nonparticipating users (Cooper and Francis, 1998: 91).

 Publicness: Public access is a critical factor to open space quality. Lynch (1981) defines

accessibility in terms of open-space rights such as the right of presence, use and action.

Lynch’s concept of spatial rights provides a useful measure of the effective “Publicness” of

an open space (Cooper and Francis, 1998: 92).

 Natural systems and environmental quality: open spaces are part of a larger natural system

critical to healthy city life. A growing body of research is focused on the relationship

between people and the natural environment (Cooper and Francis, 1998: 93).

 Economic benefits and impacts: some research has centered on the economic impacts and

benefits of urban open spaces (Cooper and Francis, 1998: 94).

2.2.3. Public Space’s Importance and Value

The importance of public space as a spatial component of a city can be traced in the

“relation and communication” between objects and places within the city. This role presents the

“interactive relationship” between people’s activity and the physical structure of a space (Frick,

2007). On the other hand, urban public spaces offer many other interactive opportunities

simultaneously, including communication paths, vibrant trade, social interaction context or a

venue for political events (Pugalis, 2009). Tibbalds (2003) points out that public space is the

most important part of the cities as presents “public life”, “civic culture” and accommodates the

human interactions.

Urban Public spaces have several types of value (Varena and Tiesdell, 2010). As public

spaces provide an environment for social interaction as well as political displays and actions they

introduce political and social dimensions. Moreover, public spaces are the representative of

symbolic values of particular society. Therefore, “symbolic presentation” of public spaces is

another value dimension in the public realm (Jacob and Hellstrom, 2010). Considering these
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three main values of public spaces, Jacob and Hellstrom (2010) develop the dimensions of public

space values that can be categorized as follows:

 Leisure and play: refers to recreational purposes which will also increase the richness of

choices for the residents.

 Power and organization: represents the planners’ role and power in creating, intervening,

organizing and managing the public spaces.

 Utilities and change: refers to the flexibility of public space in time of change.

 Identity and unity: depicts public space as city’s and people’s identity and provides an

experience of uniqueness for the public.

2.2.4. Public Space and People

Patsy Healey (2005) in an editorial wrote that the core of a planning focus is the

interrelation between people and place, activities and territories: “Places are as much social

nodes as physical sites, evident in the meanings given to them as much as in the interactions

which take place within them ... It is impossible to avoid the intense and deep conflicts that

routinely surface when planning interventions aimed to improve particular place qualities are

initiated ...Where do planners start in considering our core focus of ‘people and place’

relations?” (Healey, 2005:5). Such investigation attempts to explore the interrelations between

people and place, and the implications of this relation for planning practice (Stephenson, 2010,

9). The structure of the built environment identifies the places where particular activities take

place, and determines which areas are to be used by whom and what for. In general, it identifies

social interaction, movement patterns, and human activities (Bornberg, 2008).

Carmona (2010) believes that understanding the relationship between people (society)

and their environment (space) is a necessary component of urban design and considers it in a

social dimension (Carmona, 2010, 133). People and built environment are obviously related: it is

difficult to see a ‘space’ as being without social context, and equally, a social context without a

spatial component. People and their environment are interactively related and affect each other.

Carmona (2010) believes that by creating the built environment, urban designers influence

patterns of use and, thus, of social life. He then adds that physical features are thus neither the

exclusive nor necessarily the dominant influence on activity patterns, though what people are
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able to do is constrained by environmental opportunities provided for them. Therefore, pattern of

activity not only depends on situation but also depends on social, cultural and perceptual context

(Carmona, 2010: 134). It is worth mentioning that a valuable distinction between ‘potential’ and

‘effective’ environments exists, whereby a physical setting is a potential environment, providing

a range of environmental opportunities regarding what people are able to do (Carmona, 2010,

133-134). Thus, while designers create potential environments, people create effective

environments. The relationship between people and their environment is, thus, best conceived as

a continuous bilateral process in which people create and modify spaces while at the same time

being influenced by those spaces. Rather than determining people’s activity, urban design can be

seen as a means of addressing the probabilities of particular activities occurring within the space

(Carmona, 2010, 134).

2.3. Theoretical Concepts of Place

The main subject that is discussed in the literature review is the theoretical concepts of

place and urban public spaces. Reviewing the theoretical concepts of place and urban public

spaces will provide an understanding of place theories and the evolution over time and will

clarify the important aspects of public spaces that remain constant or may have been changed or

forgotten. The examination of the theoretical concepts of public space includes those aspects

related to investigating people – place connections, and associated activities. This review will

provide insight into why and how these concepts are essential in place making and intend to find

out the physical and activity patterns related to the use of these spaces.

This section explains the relationships between people and environment by defining the

concept of place, considering the physical realm and psychological processes that leads to

understand the urban spaces, in order to create them and use them (Canter, 1977: 1). Thus, it

begins with a description of morphological and perceptual dimensions of urban design and

follows with place theory and dimensions of place focusing on public spaces. Then it attempts to

determine the principles of activity and physical dimensions of a place, and based on these, a

conceptual theoretical framework for this research will be proposed.
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2.3.1. Morphological Dimension

According to Conzen (1960) urban areas can be distinguished by several elements,

including street patterns, plot/block patterns, and building footprints. Conzen (1960) introduced

“Urban Morphology” as the study of changing patterns and processes of physical form over time.

The morphological dimension of place is “the configuration of urban form and space, and the

spatial patterns of infrastructure that support it” (Carmona, 2010: 77). According to Conzen

(1960) morphological elements include:

 Street pattern: Street pattern is the layout of urban blocks and movement networks

between those blocks.

 Block/Plot patterns: Blocks are the result of street connections and are well defined by a

group of independent buildings plots. Subdivision of urban blocks results in plots or lots.

 Buildings footprint: The process of building development on each plot will lead to a

building footprint.

Considering the Street and Block patterns, the street pattern forms the foundation for

urban blocks. The street and block pattern determine people’s movement and activity patterns

and define the character of each area (Carmona, 2010: 97).Regarding space attributes and

considering the block and street patterns, an area with smaller blocks offers a greater choice of

movement channels and creates a more permeable space than one with larger blocks. Small

blocks are often advocated for a variety of reasons including vitality, urbanity, permeability,

legibility, walkability and the social use of space (Carmona, 2010: 81-99). Carmona (2010)

believes that the street pattern establishes the main elements of the urban spaces network. This

network of urban spaces is the realm of “movement space” and “social space”, which provide

spaces for people to participate in different types of economic, social and cultural activities

(Carmona, 2010: 83).

2.3.2. Perceptual Dimension

Lynch and Rodwin (1958) believe that physical form of spaces have obvious effects on

people’s activities taking place within them: “A city is the characteristic physical and social unit

of civilization. It possesses size, density, grain, outline and pattern as the basic aspects of the

city’s physical form. The people who live in it shape these properties and are shaped by them”
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(Lynch and Rodwin, 1958). The value of perceptual dimension of urban design is the emphasis

placed on people and how they perceive, value and determine particular meaning for the urban

spaces. In his research, Lynch (1960) identified five key physical elements – paths, edges,

districts, nodes and landmarks – that contribute to configure the image of a city: “districts are

structured with nodes, defined by edges, penetrated by paths, and sprinkled with

landmarks…elements regularly overlap and pierce one another” (Lynch, 1960: 47-49):

 Paths: In Lynch’s research, paths were often the principle elements in people’s image

with the other elements such as special uses and features along paths.

 Nodes: Lynch (1960) believed that nodes are point references. They may be primarily

intersections, or simply ‘thematic concentrations’ of a particular use/function or physical

significance character.

 Landmarks: As the other types of point references, landmarks are considered as the

external element for people. Some landmarks in terms of scale functions are local and

some are functional at the greater scale. Lynch (1960: 78-79) argued that a landmark’s

key physical characteristic is “singularity”, and “Uniqueness”. The way an environment

is used may also strengthen a landmark’s significance through, for example, its location

at an intersection involving paths or because of a particular activity associated with it

(Carmona, 2010: 116).

 Edges: As linear elements, edges are different from paths and do not function as paths.

They may be more or less penetrable barriers or lines along which two area are connected

and related together.

 Districts: Lynch (1960) identifies different areas of the city with particular and

recognizable characters which each person is able to distinguish different districts from

each other.

2.3.3. Theory of Place

Theorists within urban design thought such as Relph (1976), Canter (1977), Punter

(1991) and most recently reinterpreted by Montgomery (1998), present the place components

and the relationships between them. For Relph (1976), each place has a “unique address”;

without explaining how it becomes identifiable he argues that “physical setting”, “activities” and
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“meanings” constitute the three basic elements of place. Canter (1977), then began his theory by

addressing these two questions (Canter, 1977: 158): 1) what are the main components which

integrate to create places? and 2) What procedures are available for identifying places and their

attributes?

Answering to these questions was possible with reference to the conceptual diagram of

the components of places. Therefore, drawing on Relph’s work, Canter (1977) introduced places

as a function of “activities”, “physical attributes” and “conceptions” (Figure 2.2).

This model indicates that the potential relationships among actions, conceptions and

physical attributes will lead to creating a place. Canter (1977) introduces the “identification

process” of the place starting with any of the main components. Thus, in this process it is

important to find out what activity is associated with, or is anticipated to take place within a

given place; what the physical features or settings are; and what conceptions people hold of that

activity within the physical environments. Focusing on the three components of place it is

possible to look for those aspects of physical attributes that have the greatest likelihood of

linking to the other components of the place such as activities (Canter, 1977: 159). Procedures of

identification of place involve the range of activities taking place within them and the physical

setting of the place. This could be followed by finding out how people identify the main

components of the places of interest through sketching or by giving a description of a place

including the feeling about the place and how people feel about it, what they do within it. Some

places may be more specifically described than others, with specific activity patterns associate

with them. The other way could be direct observation based on information concerning what

Figure 2.2. A Conceptual Diagram for the Components of Place, Canter (1977)

Activity
Physical
attributes

Conception

Place
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happens where (Canter, 1977: 31-44 and 160-161). The procedures for identifying and

describing places provide a valuable link to design decision making. These procedures have the

potential of being used during the design process, to indicate the nature and the characteristic of

the places being produced. Thus, Canter (1977) emphasize that to investigate places there are

three process or methods that can lead to characterizing places: sketching, which reflects the

physical attributes; description such as conceptions; and activity mapping, which is

representative of activities and indicates who does what where (Canter, 1977: 160-161).

Building on Relph and Canter’s ideas, Punter’s (1991) work provides more detail on

components of a place and linked these components with urban design principles (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3. Components of Sense of Place, Punter (1991)

Very soon after, Montgomery (1998) derived a model including all the components of

place; physical setting, activity and image. His model is the most recent reinterpretation of the

components of place and indicates the relationships between them (Montgomery, 1998, 96). He

emphasized that this model will identify the quality or characteristics of a place more precisely

and illustrates how design can contribute to and enhance the potential sense of place (Figure 2.4).

Montgomery (1998) believes that, according to these components and the associated detailed

attributes, this opportunity exists to make out a set of design principles for introducing and

creating urban spaces (Montgomery, 1998: 97).
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2.3.4. Principles of Place-Making: Activities and Physical Pattern

In identifying the processes of place making, it is important to find out who uses a space

and how the space is being used to present the activity pattern and, following that, to form

physical patterns. In addition, the reasons why certain spaces are not used, or are used in a

different way from what designers or managers intended, have been well documented. For

example, use or “Livability” according to Appleyard (1981) is a dimension often employed to

measure the success of urban spaces. Whyte (1980) argues that use of a space is a major factor of

success. When a space is empty it simply does not work (Cooper and Francis, 1998: 88-89).

Therefore, understanding the different effects of various physical settings on human activities

and the potential relationships is an analytical skill of the urban planner to find out whether the

space is working or not (Lynch and Rodwin, 1958: 201). To conduct urban form analysis, Lynch

and Rodwin (1958) considered the physical features and activity distribution and effective

relationship at the urban scale. They emphasized that the pattern of activities and the physical

pattern are often working independently of each other, and thus they must be investigated

separately in an analytical studies to understand the effect of either. By such clear distinction of

this two place component, it is possible to explore the interaction between activity and physical

pattern, and to find out any significant effects.
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According to Canter (1977) to understand a successful place in relation to the place

components, including activities and experiences, one should consider the purpose of place, not

only what the place is in terms of physical setting but also what it is for (Canter, 1977: 106).

Thus, the important aspect is the recognition of the causes of activity patterns rather than the

activities themselves, as the activity might relate to the physical setting (Canter, 1977: 1). The

main point is not only the recognition of activities and physical form, but also the understanding

of these places and how they affect activities to occur. Canter (1977) believes that to get the

answer, one should find out what people think about a place (Canter, 1977: 6).

All in all, the goal of this section is to introduce place making principles in order to

develop and understand physical and activity qualities and the potential interactions within the

space. This is an attempt to understand the presented physical pattern and explore the actual

activities associated with spatial patterns.

2.3.4.1. Activity Pattern

Regarding the concept of place, finding potential relationships between types of place

and types of activities requires identifying patterns of activity in a place. Many places have

clearly defined activity patterns associated with them. Some activities are appropriate to certain

places, and some places may be characterized with particular activities (Canter, 1977: 116).

According to Canter (1977), the issue is that some places have very specific functions and

appropriate categories of activities, while for others are more difficult to identify particular

activities. Their character thus derives from the range of activities they accommodate. Therefore,

most places are somewhere between these two extremes and understanding place differentiation

relates to the pattern of activities taking place within them (Canter, 1977: 117).

For Carmona (2010), “movement” is fundamental to understanding how places work.

Pedestrian flow and movement within public spaces is necessary factor for urban experience and

vitality. Where people choose to sit in public space is often based on available choices for

people-watching and provides opportunities for related activities such as social and cultural

interactions (Carmona, 2010: 201). Carmona (2010) stated that successful “people places” may

be considered as destinations (go to places) but there are also places on the way to many other

places (go through places). Therefore, there is a movement to and movement through places

(Carmona, 2010: 202). Hillier et al. (1993) explored the relationship between pedestrian
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movement and the configuration of urban space, and thereafter the relationship with pedestrian

densities and land uses. Based on this research, movement densities can be accurately predicted

by analyzing spatial configuration. The configuration of space, particularly its effect on visual

permeability, is most important in determining movement densities (Carmona, 2010: 203). To

encourage pedestrian movement and support a vital and viable range of uses connectivity among

active places is essential (Carmona, 2010: 203). This connectedness with the surrounding thus

identifies the density of use and forms the activity patterns (Carmona, 2010). Within such spaces

presence of people and the number of them who chose the space to use also identifies the success

level of space in terms of use. Jacobs (1961) argued that bringing people to the street will lead to

vitality. Therefore, the design of successful spaces will support and facilitate the people’s

activities (Carmona, 2010: 208). Urban designers, thus, need to learn how to make better people

places by observing existing places and through dialogue with their users and stakeholders

(Carmona, 2010: 132). Vital and peopled urban public spaces provide people’s need and desires.

In other words, people need to feel psychologically comfortable or engaged enough to want to

stay and play within the space (Carmona, 2010: 206). In terms of being engaged to stay in a

place, Carmona (2010) identifies two major types of engagement:

 Passive engagement: this type of engagement with the environment relates to a sense of

relaxation which will require appropriate physical settings in a place while there is no

need to become actively involved. Sitting and people watching are among the primary

form of passive engagement (Carmona, 2010: 209). Whyte (1980:13), for example, found

that “what attracts people is other people”, which will also bring life and activity to a

place. This type of engagement often takes place next to the pedestrian flow while design

features also provide sitting choices such as fountains, benches on walkways.

 Active engagement: this type of engagement represents an active experience within a

place and will often result in social interaction among the involved people. Carmona

(2010) believes that successful “people places” provide opportunities for different levels

of engagement and the design of a space can create such opportunities. The configuration

of design features also can result in what Whyte (1980: 94) named “triangulation”. This

is the space capacity by which some “external stimulus” has the chance to happen within

the space and provide a linkage among people. The arrangement of different elements

more or less lead to social interaction. These elements could include small-scale
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components; public artworks, play equipment, street furniture, sculptures, fountains or

transition points inside and outsides; doorways, colonnades, porches and stairways which

will create places for meeting (Carmona, 2010: 211).

According to Jan Gehl (1987), one of the most important attributes of public spaces is

people activity. Gehl’s (1987) principle attitude in public space design is that people attract each

other: “If given the choice between walking on a deserted or a lively street, most people in most

situations will choose the lively street. If the choice is between sitting in a private backyard or in

a semiprivate front yard with a view of the street, people will often choose the front of the house

where there is more to see’ (Gehl, 1987). In terms of activities typology, Gehl (1987)

distinguishes three main types; necessary/functional activities, optional/recreational activities

and social activities that take place based on public space characteristics. According to this

typology, the optional activities reveal the relationship between design features offered by the

space and people activities while necessary activities could happen regardless of the physical

attributes of the space. It is the potential activities that defined people places with different

opportunities such as eating, sitting, playing. As the third typology, social activities are the result

of other types of activities and rather depend on the involved people within the space than

physical features of the space. He also stated that optional activities are most affected by the

environmental qualities and often lead to “social cohesion” of space (Golicnik, 2010).

Gehl’s (1987) final argument derived from his researches result and activity typologies is

that “it is possible to influence some aspects of activities, such as how long the individual

activities last, which activity types can develop and, how many people use public spaces, through

the design and physical settings”. It is worth mentioning that Gehl (1987) believes that spaces

become meaningful and attractive when all activities of all types occur in combination.

2.3.4.1.1. The Principles of Activity Pattern

To define a framework of activity pattern based on passive and active engagement, the

following principles of activity pattern can be identified in a place. Montgomery (1998)

considers two main concepts, diversity and vitality, which will define the range of activities

within a place, and also defines several indicators:
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 Vitality: this concept refers to the number of present people within the space during day and

night, and is measured based on the number of cultural events taking place and the active

street life. Montgomery (1998) believes that vitality distinguishes successful urban spaces

from those that are not working. He emphasizes on a transaction base of urban spaces as key

element for vitality. Moreover, he states that the urban vitality depends on the possibility for

economic, social and cultural transactions taking place within the space over time which will

lead to a pattern of diverse associated activities, increase complexity and dynamic quality of

the public realm.

 Diversity: this concept is related to urban vitality however separated from it and includes

primary uses and activities. Montgomery (1998) believes that “Combinations of mixtures of

activities” is a key to generate diversity in order to create successful urban places. Diversity

also depends on population density which will lead to social interactions within the urban

spaces (Montgomery, 1998). In terms of mixed use diversity, Jacobs (1961) distinguishes

two types of primary uses and secondary uses. The first type of uses is people attractors such

as offices, residences, café, restaurant or shops. However, urban diversity is achievable

where primary uses are combined with the secondary ones. Jacobs (1961) defined secondary

uses to serve primary users. These types of uses can respond to variety needs of people

associated with primary uses. Therefore, these two types of activities depend on the presence

of people within the space (Jacobs, 1961).

According to the above mentioned concepts of vitality and diversity, Montgomery (1998)

defines number of principles to create a successful urban space through promoting pedestrian

flows and movement, creating people attractors, considering diversity of primary and secondary

uses, developing population density, motivating evening economy and extending opening hours,

encouraging street life and people watching and generating a fine–grained economy. Thereupon,

for achieving these principles Montgomery (1998) considers key indicators such as extending

variety of uses, coordinating local businesses, determine opening hours, providing street markets,

cinemas, cafes, restaurants and meeting points and considering cultural diversity for the users,

availability of public areas such as gardens and squares for offering cultural programs, providing

mixed uses and small scale investments, offering different property sizes and prices, providing

different types, styles and designs for buildings and streetscapes and create active street life.
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It is worth mentioning that urban vitality and diversity for Holland et al. (2007) is

achievable rather through culturally and economically events and programs than space physical

settings. In this regard Pugalis (2009) commented that festivals and cultural events are the great

experiences for the spaces but for the rest of the time such places appear to be dull. However,

such activities create opportunities for people to use the space and as a result will add to the

uniqueness of the space.

2.3.4.2. Physical Pattern

Lynch (1981) offers basic design qualities in place making process: Vitality, Sense,

Access, Control and Fit. Through vitality he believes that a city allows range of diverse activities

within the city. For Lynch, sensible city is achieved through from and functions relationships

which make it legible. Accessibility for a city allows all different groups of people to use

resources and services. Lynch stated that a city with good control is organized in way that

citizens have a role in spaces management as they are working and living. The fifth criterion, fit,

refers to creating the relationship between activities and physical form of a place. Considering

the physical pattern, fit provides the building, spaces and networks for people who are using

them and activities are taking place within them. Thus, this fit is formed by different types of

physical settings and the range of various activities (Montgomery, 1998).

The following section introduces principles of physical pattern that relates to types of

activities occurring within the place. For this thesis, the main focus will be on the relationship

between physical settings of public spaces and the activities taking place within them.

Investigating the physical dimension will lead to understand whether designed spaces are

determined by the types of planned activities. Identifying the form and structure of urban spaces

is thus essential to finding out whether the designed spaces are adaptable and able to

accommodate people activity (Carmona, 2010).

2.3.4.2.1. The Principles of Physical Pattern

To define a framework of physical pattern based on design principles examining the

related urban design literature is needed. In order to introduce essential qualities that are

important to people who are using the space, design principles and qualities that were most

frequently discussed in both theoretical and empirical researches are investigated. Accordingly,

similar concepts are clustered and distinguished based on the related principles. This effort led to
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the set of related urban design qualities for the built environment used to define principles of

physical pattern for this research.

The power of the research approach is in providing simple physical features to

understand how built environment qualities as well as patterns of particular qualities affect

people activity within the urban spaces. Thus, these principles are essential in creating

relationship between physical and activity pattern. The following are the chosen principles:

Density, Mixed use, Human Scale, Permeability, Linkage, Landmark, Visual enclosure,

Architecture and Green space:

 Density: refers to the amount of activity found in an area. In the field of design it is defined

as population or building square footage per unit of area (Handy et al., 2002: 66).

 Mixed used: is defined as different land uses within a given area. A mixed-use area consists

of residential as well as commercial activities and perhaps other land uses.

 Human Scale: refers to size, articulation of physical elements such as buildings that matches

the proportions of human. There are physical features and elements that contribute the human

scale such as trees, space furniture and pavement textures (Ewing and Handy, 2009: 77).

Usually the ratio of building height to street width is defined as human scale. Thus, this

quality has a close relationship with intensity (Montgomery, 1998: 106).

 Permeability: is an important place quality related to the street and block pattern which

allows people a choice of ways through and within the built environment. Permeability is two

folded. Visual permeability refers to the ability to see the routs through a space, while

physical permeability refers to the ability to move through a space (Carmona, 2010: 81).

 Connectivity: is defined as the available alternatives ways between spaces or buildings

(Handy et al, 2002: 66).

 Imageability and Legibility: Kevin Lynch (1960) defines imageability as a quality of a space

that make it recognizable, memorable and distinguishable. Imageability is related to specific

physical elements that create the place uniqueness (Ewing et al., 2006). Moreover,

imageability is result of the other urban design qualities of a space such as human scale,

permeability, connectivity, enclosure (Ewing and Handy, 2009). When the spatial structure

of a space is understandable and recognizable and there is the opportunity to define a

coherent pattern for it, that space has legibility (Lynch, 1960). By providing people with
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sense of orientation and reference points the legibility of space would improve (Ewing et al.,

2006).

 Landmarks: For Lynch (1960) landmark is not specifically a great structure but it can be

location or a significant physical feature within the context of the area or the city. Landmarks

are main components of imageability since they act as unique visual points, meeting places

or small scale structures in the urban setting (Ewing and Handy, 2009 and Montgomery,

1998).

 Enclosure: is resulted when lines of sight in outdoor spaces are blocked and the space is

defined by buildings, walls, lines of trees and other vertical physical features (Ewing and

Handy, 2009).

 Complexity: refers to verity of physical features and generally “visual richness” of a space.

Thus, specifically, it depends on diversity of architectural design of buildings their shape and

size, diversity in street furniture, landscape designing which as a result will lead to diversity

in people activity (Ewing and Handy, 2009)

 Aesthetic qualities: refer to architectural style of built environment and will add to the

attractiveness as well as identity of space (Handy et al., 2002).  Montgomery (1998)

commented that to achieve urbanity and diversity within urban spaces aesthetic architectural

styles are needed.

 Green and water space: is an essential parameter to daily or recreational urban life

(Montgomery, 1998).

2.3.5. Proposed Conceptual Map and Theoretical Framework

The conceptual theoretical framework underlying this study is based on physical and

functional attributes described by physical and activity principles. Moreover, this framework will

be developed according to the research methodology by considering the role of observation and

activity map as intervening between the physical features of the built environment and activities

to define the physical and activity patterns (Figure 2.5). Therefore, all of the factors– physical

and activity principles and observation outcomes– determine the overall patterns of activity

within the space.  By examining the first part of this framework through the theoretical

framework –the link between physical and activity principles – will contribute to a better
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understanding of the way physical patterns of the built environment affect activity patterns and

people activities. The next chapter addresses the research methodology.

Figure 2.5. Conceptual Map

The aim of the proposed conceptual theoretical framework (Table 2.1) is to contribute to

the field of urban design research, considering the particular value of potential relationship

between people activity and physical settings of space. Defining the theoretical framework in

terms of investigating activity and physical patterns relationship is a kind of conceptualization of

activities and physical settings typologies within the urban design discourse. This framework is

established based on Gehl’s (1987) and Carmona’s (2010) types of activity as well as required

place principles and characteristics that bring people together. These principles clarify why
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particular places work and others not. According to Gehl (1987) the related types of activity to

the physical setting and quality of space is the “optional  activities” that bring people together in

a place to eat, drink, listen to music, participate in a playful activity such as dancing. Thus, these

types of activity include passive or active engagement. This framework is helpful to identify

different types of activities and integrate them into urban design practice to explore their

relationship with the physical design settings of urban spaces.

Table 2.1. Theoretical Framework
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2.4. Conclusion

Urban designers and planners, both in practical and academic environment have

accomplished considerable efforts in the urban public spaces realm. Designing, developing and

improving urban spaces needs the conception of place theories and place components as well as

the empirical knowledge of the use of these spaces. Thus, conceptual, theoretical, and practical

frameworks were determine particularly focusing on the relationships between place components

such as activity and physical patterns within public spaces.

In order to understand the actual use of public spaces and its relationship with design of

such spaces this research in the first step started to review the theoretical background of the

urban public spaces. Through the examination of the place theories and literature it became

apparent that there is an opportunity to explore place components relations. Therefore, this thesis

intends to shed light on the importance of place components interrelations and the lack of

empirical knowledge of urban public space’s use. Accordingly, academics and practitioners

undertake case study researches to create criteria and principles that would define and determine

the potential relationship among place components, activity and physical settings in particular.

By combining the theoretical concepts of place this research focuses on the relationship

between activity and physical setting of a space and how these two affect each other. Moreover,

it illustrates the importance of empirical knowledge by considering the theoretical framework’s

principles and applying them on a case study. Thus, this research determines the actual concepts

and principles of urban public spaces use that are currently being undervalued by both designers

and people who are using the space. Based upon the literature review and the proposed

theoretical framework including principles of activity and physical settings this research applies

a proposed methodology to explore the potential relationships between two above mentioned

place components. Research methodology is introduced in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

3.1. Introduction

This chapter details the research methodology as derived from a review of studies that

address similar research goals and questions. Specifically, it describes the approach, research

design and process, including the data collection tactics, data management and data analysis

based on the research conceptual and theoretical framework. It also discusses the process and

rationale for selecting the case study. The primary data for this thesis are derived from direct

observations in a selected public square located in the North York District of Toronto, Ontario,

named Mel Lastman Square. This urban public space provides a range of people’s activities as

well as a range of design elements and physical features.

Through describing and exploring the activity patterns in relation to physical design

features within public spaces such as public squares this chapter introduces research methods to

determine the actual use of the space and how people use or do not use such spaces. It

established a combination of direct observations, activity mapping, capturing activity points

using GPS and GIS analysis, pertaining to the research case study. Therefore, this research

methodology generally employs “empirical evidence” to describe the activity-physical features

relationship within a public space (Golicnik, 2010).

This study is expected to reveal common patterns of activities identified with particular

physical features of public spaces. Thus, this research shows the application of the chosen

methodology in exploring the activity-physical features relationship, and in supporting the design

principles that could be of benefits for future design processes. It demonstrates how physical

features in the chosen case study affect activity patterns, and also introduces a starting point for

further studies using the same methods in other locations (Golicnik, 2010). The value of the

research methodology is in providing designers with tools to enable them to understand the needs

and types of people’s activities, and to determine physical features that cater to these diverse

needs and activities.

According to Frick (2007), designing and planning public spaces lacks an empirical

knowledge on how people use the space. This means that there is not enough information about

public spaces’ actual and predicted patterns of use. Thus, new research methodologies that
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employs more innovated ways of exploring and understanding actual use of public spaces are

needed (Golicnik, 2010: 38). From the methodological point of view, this research is an attempt

to address the need for such methods through a mixed methodology – direct field observation,

activity mapping and GIS analysis – in order to find out the actual use of public spaces through

gaining the empirical knowledge of how people interact with the physical features within these

spaces.

The methodological procedure of this study intends to achieve the research objective by

employing an exploratory research design. Therefore, it chooses a case study for answering the

research question. Choosing Mel Lastman Square in the city of Toronto provides an opportunity

to collect detailed information of people’s activities using data collection procedures through

determined observational sessions and GPS to capture individuals’ activity points in real time.

Subsequent sections consist of reviewing the methodologies of similar studies and the

descriptions of the proposed methodological approach of this thesis.

3.2. Methodology Literature

In this thesis, I want to understand people’s activity patterns related to the physical

features of public spaces based on the principles of urban design theories, including Lynch

(1960), Conzen (1960) and place theories developed by Canter (1977), Punter (1991) and

Montgomery (1998). This study examines how people’s activities relate to the physical design of

public spaces and whether physical features affect type and level of people’s activities.

This section reviews those studies pertaining to public space design that address similar

research questions using various empirical methods of analysis. These methods are used for

understanding and exploring the context and components of the built environment. Moreover,

such methods determine the interrelations of place components and enlighten the development

and improvement of the urban spaces and the decision making process. Urban design research

involves the morphological, perceptual, social and functional dimensions of urban spaces

(Carmona, 2010), and particularly contains their physical form and the activities of the people

who use them. Thus, common topics for urban design research include the exploring and analysis

aspects of “activity”, “accessibility” and “livability” (Carmona, 2010). Therefore, to inform

successful design, development and management processes, analytical methods can be used in

various ways.
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Throughout urban planning and design thought and practice, many scholars over the past

decades have conducted several empirical research projects on public space design and public

life to find out the activity – physical features relationship using different methodologies. Many

studies pertaining to the design and use of public spaces are based on first-hand direct field

observations such as Whyte’s “The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces” (1980) in New York;

Gehl’s “Space between Buildings: Using Public Space” (1987) in Scandinavia; Cooper and

Francis’s “Public Spaces: Design Guidelines for Urban Open Spaces” (1998). Moreover,

considerable advances have been applied in different studies using various tools for open space

evaluation (Appleyard, 1979). Researchers such as Whyte (1980), Gehl (1987) and Cooper and

Francis (1998) have used diverse methods to record peoples’ activities within urban public

spaces, from videotaping to activity mapping. Thus, qualitative and quantitative methodological

advances have provided new and improved methods for analytical research on urban public

spaces (Cooper and Francis, 1998: 94).

Likewise, the uses of contemporary public spaces throughout the cities are changing,

according to current technological developments to address people’s needs and wants (Sepe,

2009). Thus, in order to explore the “changing nature” and “complexity of contemporary urban

areas”, new and innovative methodologies and tools are currently being developed and applied at

the primary stages of the design and planning process (Sepe, 2009). These methods and tools can

be combined and applied to analyze and evaluate contemporary public spaces.

Currently, Geographical Information Systems (GIS) is used as a powerful analytical tool

in planning practice (Al-Kodmany, 2000). Thus, there is an opportunity to investigate

relationship between peoples’ activity patterns and design of a place through using this tool.

Applying GIS spatial analysis and combining it with the direct field observation methods provide

a way to addresses the lack of empirical knowledge about a public space’s actual patterns of use.

According to Golicink and Thompson (2010) and Al-Kodmany (2000), “GIS has been little used

in detailed mapping of open space usage”, however, this thesis attempts to provide a starting

point for taking advantage of using both GIS and GPS at the urban design scale.

This study, from a methodological point of view, emphasizes the linkage between direct

observation, activity mapping method and GIS analysis to develop another way of looking at

activity – physical features relationship. Creating the activity paper maps in combination with
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observation data using GPS to capture activity points and entering them into GIS lead to

generating activity patterns maps which gain a better understanding of urban space actual use.

The following part of the research methodology provides an overview of the

methodological literature based on previous researches on public spaces using direct field

observation, activity mapping, and recently, taking advantage of GIS analysis.

3.2.1. Direct Field Observation

Canter (1977) believed that direct field observation provides researchers with direct

experience and understanding of a space. In order to provide people’s activities patterns the

researcher could record types and locations of the activities taking place within the space.

Indeed, Canter (1977) established that the relationship between people and spaces does have a

significant influence on the evaluation and exploration of physical features within the space.

According to the Project for Public Spaces (2005), observing a space results in finding

out how it is used, rather than how a designer predicts and thinks it should be used. In general,

successful designers produce detailed knowledge of urban spaces based on “first-hand

experience” that will express how physical features affect individuals’ activities in using a space

(Carmona, 2010: 208).

Michelson (2011) introduces two forms of observation: participant and non-participant.

In participant observation, the researcher considers himself/herself as a participant to experience

more or less the same phenomena as those normally present at the study area. To get the accurate

knowledge about the actual situation, the participant observer needs to develop skills to adapt

his/her activities to the ongoing activities within the study area. Thus, this form of observation

takes time. Non-participant observation involves visual concentration on interaction between

individual activities and physical traces of them without the observer being an insider

(Michelson, 2011). The second form of observations tracks and records the movement and

interaction of people with the built environment on related maps. This type of observation is

useful in understanding how the built environment affects activities through recording types of

activities that are taking place by people within the urban space. These observations could be

organized by recording types of activities through notes, photographing, mapping, or a

combination of these techniques.
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Photography in the field observations has become a popular and widely used method in

public space research. In “The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces” (1980), time lapse

photography and inexpensive super 8mm film provided the data from which much of Whyte’s

research findings were drawn. Whyte (1980) suggested that through observation, designers can

find out about people’s needs within public spaces. Considering this empirical knowledge will

result in designing and creating more livable and vital spaces. Therefore, Whyte (1980) believed

designers should “look hard, with a clean, clear mind, and then look again and believe what is

seen”; in his opinion this is the power of direct observation (Whyte, 1980). He pointed out that

design involves a comprehensive understanding of how people use spaces, and how they actually

would like to use them.

Likewise, in the “Life between buildings: using public space” (1987), Gehl applied

ordered series of observations on the urban environment and on physical factors that influence

the use of public space. He has used observational methods in his research, making direct

observations and records of where and how people occupy and use urban spaces, changing

unused spaces into spaces that people intend to use them. Gehl (1987) intended to explore and

investigate the potential relationships between activities and physical settings within the spaces

between buildings. He counted how many people were within the space, identifies what they

were doing and what elements make a space to work by documenting his observations with

photographs and maps. Gehl’s research concentrates on the activities that people carry out in

urban public spaces, focusing particularly on the influence of built environment and physical

features on fundamental activities.

The following section reviews activity mapping method that public space researchers

during direct observation sessions apply to collect actual information of how people use the

space in relation to the physical design features throughout the public space.

3.2.2. Activity Mapping

Along with direct observations, for data collection in urban studies and researches,

activity mapping also has been used as a method since Ittelson et al. (1970) first used the term.

Ittleson et al. (1970) introduced the “activity map” in environmental psychology for a summary

of the observed frequency of activities (Canter, 1977: 44). This method involves recording the

patterns of peoples’ activities within a space on a map. Ittelson et al. (1970) pointed out that how
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people perceive and experience the urban environment affects what they do within it and as a

result influences how they experience a place. Therefore, activity mapping is a method of

observing people’s activities and movements relate to physical characteristics of built

environment components and attributes (Cosco et al., 2010). Recording the location and types of

peoples’ activities simultaneously results in activity maps that will help to understand the actual

activity patterns related to physical built environment settings.

Therefore, activity maps provide descriptions of how the activities of people are

allocated within a space. Moreover, they demonstrate what types of activities are taking place.

As part of the data collection procedure, the main advantage of such maps is in the possibility of

considering physical features related to people’s activities types (Golicnik, 2011). Activity maps

give a clear understanding of research questions and problems through identifying types and

frequencies of activities and demonstrating the relationships with a particular physical feature

within the space (Golicnik, 2010). Moreover, activity maps graphically display the relationships

between physical features of space and the activity patterns of people who are using the space.

Cohen et al. (2007) maintain that new methods are required to examine relationship

between activity patterns and the physical features within the space. Their research focuses on

community parks where measuring activity and associated variables are challenging because of

the changing context and highly variable numbers and characteristics of parks users. Thus, they

developed a systematic observation protocol, “A System for Observing Play and Recreation in

Communities”, based on particular codes and measurement protocols. The proposed system was

tested by observing individuals in park areas and mapping their activities. Data were collected in

a six month observation period that covered seven days of the week in each park. Every

observation session in a day consisted of four time sections each of which lasted for one hour

(7:30 am, 12:30 pm, 3:30 pm, and 6:30 pm). To facilitate observation recording, the parks were

divided into target areas with potential for activity, such as a grassy play area, playgrounds, etc.

The target areas were visited in an established order each time period (Cohen et al., 2007).

During each observation of a target area, observers completed coding form by entering the

observation start time and codes to describe the existing conditions and characteristics of the area

and whether it was occupied for activities. Observers entered the activities that each individual

was engaged in and simultaneously record each person age and ethnic/race group. They

transferred these data onto the recording form and then did another observation to record the
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physical activity level of each person as sedentary, walking, or vigorous. Observers then moved

to the next designated area on the park map to complete next observations.

Likewise, a recent study by the City of Saskatoon (2011) “Public Spaces: Activity and

Urban Form”, illustrated and analyzed the relationship between public spaces and public life. Its

methodology was derived from the works of Jan Gehl (1987). The researchers examined

activities and use of urban spaces in Saskatoon’s City Center by observing peoples’ activities

within public spaces and also by conducting surveys with people regarding their use of public

space. The data collected describes where and how many people sit, stand, walk, cycle and play

in the study area. The proposed “Strategic Framework” in this study used site surveys, direct

observation, and public surveys at chosen locations within the City Center area. To examine the

activity patterns of the public realm, two types of public life surveys were performed:

pedestrian/cycling traffic and stationary activity counts. Counting approximately 57000 people in

a pedestrian daytime traffic survey illustrated how people’s space use differs throughout the day.

The count was for 30 minutes of each hour from 7 am to 8 pm weekday to get the hourly average

in a week. For the Saskatoon’s City Center research, activity mapping was conducted for 30

minutes of each hour to record where people were engaged in activities such as sitting, standing,

playing at different times of a day. The data were collected on different days throughout the

week to present average weekday activities.

Direct field observations along with creating activity maps can uncover how a space is

being used and to what extent the physical features affect the types of activities. However, to

gain the advantages of current technologies, an opportunity exists to enter collected data into GIS

in order to conduct different analysis based on types of data. Thus, the following section reviews

recent studies that establish such methodology combination.

3.2.3. GIS Analysis and Activity Mapping

Although urban planners have been using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) at the

macro level of urban and regional planning, particularly for environmental, ecological and

natural resources applications, the technology has been used far less frequently at the micro

level of planning and design projects such as urban public space design (Al-Kodmany, 2000: 5).

Al-Kodmany (2000) considered the lack of GIS data at the local level as one of the main reasons.
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Using GIS for mapping local areas in detail reveals the effective role of this analytical tool in a

city’s problem-solving and decision-making processes at the local level (Al-Kodmany, 2000: 6).

As Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a popular and powerful analytical tool in

the planning practice, there is an opportunity to investigate peoples’ activity patterns within

public spaces using this tool. Applying GIS analysis methods provide a way to investigate

activity patterns associated with the physical settings of the public spaces. Although GIS is

currently applied in the planning process (Al-kodmany, 2000), and provides organized databases

for analyzing collected data, due to the lack of information at the urban design scale it has been

little used in the design process of physical elements related to peoples’ activities (Golicnik,

2011). Therefore, there is a need for profound investigation and concentration on a methodology

that employs GIS as an analytical tool in understanding activity-physical features relationships

within public spaces. Several studies have conducted research on activity and built environment

relationships using a combination of observation mapping and GIS analysis.

Cosco et al. (2010), for example, developed activity mapping as a direct observation

method to explore the activity and design patterns relationship. They maintain that early

examples of activity mapping used manual data collection methods by pencil on a paper map to

illustrate results visually. Moreover, they maintain that GIS now offers opportunities to manage

and analyze data more efficiently. Using GIS analytical tools also facilitate the use of data

collected from GPS devices. Cosco et al. (2010) believe that activity mapping is a method for

collecting data and also applicable in recording “activity intensity” associated with different

types of physical settings. To represent the sensitivity of activity mapping, Cosco et al. (2010)

worked on data from two areas with similar size and numbers of physical settings and different

site design and types of physical features. Observers used a paper map to record activity

locations, type and physical features by walking through the areas in a predefined clockwise and

counterclockwise direction to cover the whole area while preventing overlaps. Site observations

for completing four maps per session include 55 minutes for the first area and 46 minutes for the

second study area. Each colored point on a map showed the activity level and location within the

determined areas such as gathering area, open area, pathway, play equipment and sand play.

In a recent study, Golicnik (2011) analyzed the physical settings of two urban open

spaces in the UK and Solvenia, using both GIS and activity mapping. Initial site observations led

to dividing the study area into sub-areas that were feasible in an observation session. The data
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collection on the range of activities involved systematic observation sessions on different days of

the week at different times of the day (morning, early afternoon, afternoon and late afternoon)

within a month. The observation performed with 10 minutes walking through each sub-area and

manually collecting data including duration of an activity, age group, movement direction, and

weather conditions. Data were then imported into a GIS map using ArcMap. Golicnik (2011)

defined “an open ended set of symbols” to record observed activity types on the study area map

at a scale of 1:1000. According to Golicnik (2011) activity maps briefly present the distribution

of activities within the space. GIS analysis tools can lead to a better understanding of activity

patterns. For example, “overlay” tool can combine data layer based on location and present

characteristics of all occurred activities within the space such as number of engaged people, age

group, gender, and all the other recorded attributes. Golicnik (2011) methodology resulted in

creating an explicit database that provides the opportunity to explore activity patterns in relation

to design layout on daily maps or composite maps that reveal the common patterns of activities

with the space.

Moreover, Golicnik (2011) believes that the combination of GIS and activity mapping

provides a powerful methodology based on empirical knowledge of actual use of space

associated with physical design. Regarding the accuracy of recorded activity locations, on map

Golicnik (2011) believed that the use of Geographic Positioning Systems (GPS) for recording

activity locations might offer a more accurate database. However, she considered some practical

limitations of implementing GPS including the possibility that observers with GPS might disturb

people’s privacy and the likelihood that providing users with GPS units may affect their use of

space. Considering these limitations Golicnik (2011) did not use GPS in her research.

The following section introduces a methodological approach of this thesis. I derived this

research design framework by reviewing various studies surrounding public space researches

that use observation, activity mapping and GIS in their methodology. Similar to some of those

studies, I used a mixed method of direct field observation, activity maps and GIS analysis to find

out the relationship between physical configuration and people’s activity patterns.
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3.3. Research Methodological Approach

According to the reviewed past research methodologies pertaining to analyze activity-

physical features relationships within public spaces, particularly public squares and the

conceptual theoretical framework of place theories this thesis combines direct observation

method using activity maps and GIS analysis (Figure 3.1). The methodological approach for data

collection and management demonstrates the relationship between daily uses of the space related

to the physical design features within public spaces.

Figure 3.1. Research Methodological Approach

In order to conduct this research, I employed and chose a case study as the qualitative

strategy of inquiry. According to Creswell (2009), the qualitative strategy explores in depth the

activity pattern related to the physical pattern of public spaces, within the case study. In addition,

detailed information is collected using observation during a certain period of time (Creswell,

2009: 13). Data collection entails regarding qualitative observations based on the activities of

people at the selected study sites. In the field notes, the observer records activities in an

unstructured or semi structured way and often augments their notes with visual materials in the

form of photographs and videotapes (Creswell, 2009: 181).

For this research I chose direct field observation using activity maps and Geographic

Positioning Systems (GPS) to record people’s activities type and location within the selected

case study. The research design adapted in this thesis consists of three major components; case
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study selection, data collection and management, data analysis which are detailed in the

following sections.

3.3.1. Case Study Selection Procedure

Case studies allow exploration of theories and provide opportunities understanding and

examining them at the ground (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 544).  Thus, within this study, where the

goal is to provide insight into how peoples’ activities relate to the physical pattern of public

spaces, a case study is appropriate since it serves as laboratory for testing theoretical and

methodological theories and concepts (Cresswell, 2009).

The case study of Mel Lastman Square within the city of Toronto has been selected for

two main reasons. First, Toronto has an international reputation as a multicultural and diverse

city; therefore, there may be a variety of proportions of uses and needs regarding public space

use. Second, in particular, Mel Lastman Square, in the North York district of Toronto consists of

a range of design configurations that lead to various types of activities.

In order to understand the relationship between physical and activity patterns within a

public space, Toronto’s Mel Lastman Square was selected as the study site. The goal is to select

a public square with varying levels of physical features and activity patterns. This public space

was selected according to the place theories and conceptual theoretical framework derived from

the literature review. In particular, this square includes those characteristics that are introduced in

the theoretical framework, such as different types of people’s activities, pedestrian flows and

movements. It also is composed of different sort of physical features such as walkways, and

space furniture.

Based on the set of selection criteria (Table 3.1) derived from the conceptual theoretical

framework (Chapter Two), direct observations and activity mapping approaches applied to this

public space. It is important to determine the level and types of activities within the space (i.e.

passive or active engagement) as well as the number of people using the space during the

observation period. Importantly, the physical dimensions of Mel-Lastman Square according to

the literature review on place making principles were also considered as selection criteria, such

as green and water spaces within the square and the design layout.
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3.3.1.1. Introduction on Case Study

The North York Civic Square, renamed “Mel Lastman Square”, was designed in 1989 to

provide a space for civic activities and link the surrounding mixed uses such as shops, restaurants

and public transport. The square provides a quiet environment compatible for passive

engagement such as sitting, relaxing and eating lunch. However, this square also hosts various

local, social and cultural community events throughout the year.

Mel Lastman Square is surrounded by Yonge Street to the east, the Toronto District

School Board to the south, North York Civic Centre to the west, and the Central Library to the

north and provides approximately 20,000 sq.feet of a space for activities to take place away from

the busy traffic on the street (Figure 3.2).

The main entrance is landmarked with a fountain under a large sign at the Yonge Street

and an artificial stream that flows through the space surrounded with benches at the two sides.

Table 3.1. Case Study Selection Criteria

Place
Components

Principles

Activity

T
yp

es
 o

f 
A

ct
iv

it
y

Necessary

Optional

Social

Active
Engagement

Population density
Pedestrian flows and movements

Vitality and Diversity
People attractors
Cultural and Social events

Passive
Engagement

people watching

Physical
Setting

Density

Mixed use
Human Scale
Permeability
Connectivity

Imageability and legibility
Landmarks
Enclosure

Complexity

Architectural style

Green/Water space
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The other part of the square includes a tree-lined pathway with a court garden that provides a

number of benches and tables for people. A pool is located in the lower level of the square and

serves as a relaxing focal point in the summer and a skating rink in the winter. The Square also

features an outdoor theatre for a number of events and festivities.

Figure 3.2. Mel Lastman Square

(North York Civic Centre - Enterprise Toronto: http://www.enterprisetoronto.com/files/content)
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3.3.2. Data Collection and Management Procedure

Data collection and management procedures are the essential parts of this research prior

to data analysis process. Applying a mixed method for gathering data requires time to manage

data accordingly. The data collection procedure for this study is essentially based on an

“observational protocol” (Creswell, 2009: 181) for recording the types of activities associated

with using the physical design features of the case study through direct observation, activity

mapping and using GPS. The observation protocol includes an observation schedule, descriptive

notes, and information about the date, time, and number of people attending the place (Creswell,

2009: 182).

Direct observation and activity maps in combination with using GPS for capturing

activity points create an “empirical database” (Golicnik, 2010) of activity-physical interaction

within the public space. Such empirical database is able to reveal the common pattern of the

space use related to the space physical design features. The data collection and management

procedure for this study consists of three main steps (Figure 3.3):

 Data Preparation: that first determines required field data based on theoretical conceptual

framework of this research. Second, describes the preparation of GPS device and paper

maps for collecting data at the study field.

 Field Data Collection: that includes direct observations according the assigned times,

activity mapping on paper maps and capturing activity points using prepared GPS device.

 Post-Field data processing: that first involves creating a database in ArcMap GIS by

importing collected data from a GPS device along with activity maps and creating

required attribute tables. Second, using ArcMap GIS analysis tools and creating required

analytical tables and daily/composite activity maps with regard to applicable GIS analysis

tools.

The following sub-sections describe each data collection steps that underpin the research

methodology.
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Figure 3.3. Data Collection and Management Procedure
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 Preparing GPS device
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3.3.2.1. Data Preparation

The first step in data collection and management procedure involves data preparation.

According to the research methodology approach required field data should be determined based

on the conceptual theoretical framework considering activity and physical features components.

Moreover, capturing activity points at the field needs the prepared GPS device. Thus, this sub-

section reviews the data preparation process prior to the field data collection.

3.3.2.1.1. Data based on Conceptual Theoretical Framework

The detailed literature review presented in Chapter Two that describes place theory and

place-making principles is used as a data collection framework for this thesis. This framework

includes dimensions of two place components: activity and physical setting. In terms of activity,

two general categories were considered: passive and active engagement (Carmona, 2010). This

framework was used as a reference for collecting data during the observations period, and

especially for creating activity maps based on types of activities that were taking place associated

with physical design features within the study area (Table 3.2).

According to the activity principles, the number of people who are using the space will

define the density of population and will affect the vitality of the space. People’s presence at the

space depends on the space attractions and the diversity of uses that the space provides. Typical

passive activities in urban squares include sitting which usually follows diverse purposes for

people watching, talking, eating, and reading. Active engagement in urban square usually

includes activities such as walking, playing, cycling, exercising and taking photos. Based on the

conceptual theoretical framework, the following physical design features deemed to be critical

within the space including paths, edges, furniture and natural features (Table3.3.2.1). Such

design features derived from determined physical principles of urban spaces such as design

layouts that defines paths, edges through space and landmarks within the space that attract

people to stay and use the space.
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Table 3.2. Activity and Physical Components and Theoretical Principles
Activity Component Activity Principles

Activity Level Activity Types

 Vitality and Density of
population: Number of
people using the space

 People attractors
 Diversity of space use

Passive engagement

Sitting
Sitting with a child
Sitting with a Pram
Sitting on a wheelchair
Standing
Standing with a child
Standing with a Pram
Laying down on lawn or bench

Active engagement

Cycling
Exercising
Taking photo
Playing
Playing music
Walking
Walking with a child
Walking with a pram
Walking with a wheelchair

Physical Component Physical Principles

Design Features
 Design lay out
 Landmark
 Grass and water space

Paths, Edges, Furniture, Natural Features

3.3.2.1.2. Preparing GPS device for Capturing Activity Points

Using and integrating Geographic Positioning Systems (GPS) in the public spaces

research allows traces of peoples’ activities in or through space to be recorded geographically

referenced data (Golicnik, 2010). In this study, and in order to record the location of activities

accurately, I used a mobile GIS device, Trimble JUNO GPS with ESRI ArcPad software.

Mobile GIS introduces changes to data collection procedures when compared to

traditional paper-based field map methods. It allows to be visualized in an interactive manner

and compare to other GIS data collection methods can improve field work productivity and data
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accuracy. Recent developments in mobile GIS provide the ability to access real-time data and

manage data observations in the office or GIS lab.

The ESRI ArcPad software that was installed on the GPS unit provides mapping, GIS

query and some basic data management capabilities. Data collection with ArcPad increases the

accuracy and efficiency of data collection and provides access to spatial data in the field.

Moreover, ArcPad offers integration with an optional GPS for real-time data capture (ESRI

White Paper, 2004). In addition, ArcPad supports data editing, creating and updating in the field

through editing tools.

Prior to using ArcPad in the field study, it was necessary to assemble baseline GIS data

for Mel Lastman Square. Ideally, detailed design scale data that represented buildings and

various design features of Mel Lastman Square (e.g. benches, paths, etc.) would be available.

Unfortunately, the publicly available spatial data for Mel Lastman Square were both relatively

coarse in resolution and were lacking key design features. The available Adobe PdF map dataset

of Mel Lastman square doesn't contain spatial reference information and it does not align

properly with the data that were going to be collected within the field. To work around these

shortcomings, the detailed Adobe PdF image of Mel Lastman Square created by the North York

Civic Center was georefrenced in ArcGIS and imported into ArcPad software so that I was able

to collect data and mark activity points while observing the site. Through the georefrencing

process each pixel in the PdF image was associated with a real world geographic coordinate.

ArcPad software allows creating, deleting and moving points, lines and polygon features

in ESRI shapefile format. In addition to recording location information as a point, line or

polygon, attribute data that describes the characteristics of the real world that a given point

represents (e.g. names, types, etc.) can also be recorded in a shapefile. By adding a new location

(tapping the screen or input from a GPS) a form opens automatically to fill attribute data

associated with the marked location and stores it in the same shapefile.

Prior to capturing activity points at the study field and creating point features with GPS in

ArcPad, a new point shapefile layer was created. Fields representing point ID, Date and Time

according to the observation protocol (Morning, Afternoon and Evening) were added to the new

point shapefile. Both the activity point layer in a shapefile format and the imported georefrenced

map of Mel Lastman square were loaded on the GPS device prior to capturing activity points

within the study site.
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3.3.2.2. Field Data Collection

The essential step in data collection and management procedure of this study is the field

data collection. The methods that I used in this methodology approach include direct field

observation through photographing and videotaping and walking through the space creating

activity maps and using GPS to establish an empirical database of activities related to physical

design features of Mel Lastman Square.

3.3.2.2.1. Direct Field Observations

Direct observations as a qualitative data collection method are used to record activities

and physical aspects of a site without interviewing people and recording responses to questions

(Patton, 2002). In addition, direct observations are useful when direct information is wanted

and/or when one is trying to understand the relationship between individuals’ activities and the

built environment in which they are located. In this thesis, direct field observations are carried

out to detail the type and level of peoples’ activities through videotaping and photography and

walking through the space creating activity maps using GPS to capture the activity points.

Prior to the field data collection, I conducted an initial observation to assess the area in

terms of where to place the camera for the videotaping and ensure visibility to all parts of the

site. The initial observation provided an opportunity to inspect the site to identify areas of

activities within the space. On this basis, I divided the square into four sub-areas with different

design configurations including: a) area with a fountain and a water stream, b) a tree-lined area

with a garden court, c) a theatre area, and d) a pool area. Thus, each session of observation

covered every part of the site while avoiding overlaps as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. Four parts of Mel Lastman Square for Direct Field Observation

The detailed data collection of the Mel Lastman Square involved several observation

sessions on weekdays as well as weekends in July 2012. This month was chosen because the

weather is usually warm and offers opportunities for outdoor activities most days. Observation

sessions followed scheduled timing to record different activity types at different times of the day

(Golicnik, 2010). Data were collected on two weekdays as well as a weekend. Initial

observations indicated that weekdays generally have identical usage patterns. Thus, to have

similarity with weekend, Tuesday and Friday were chosen as weekdays and Saturday and

Sunday as weekends. In terms of timing, three time periods for observation were determined:

Morning (10 am -12 pm), Afternoon (12 pm – 2 pm) and Evening (5 pm – 7 pm). All of the sub-

areas of the square were observed during each of these periods. As there are four sub-areas, and

one session of observation is two hours (120 minutes), there was an opportunity to scan each

sub-area for 30 minutes.
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The observation protocol involved a systematic observation based on videotaping and

photography and walking through the sub-areas and creating activity maps using GPS to locate

the activities on a GIS map.

The first method for recording peoples’ activity within the space includes direct

observation by using a camera and videotaping determined parts of the space where a wide view

over a space was provided. The camera locations are illustrated in the Figure 3.5 As it is shown

in the following map, there are four particular zones that the camera was stood on the determined

points. In order to collect accurate and constant data, an assistant was stood by the camera, while

I continued the direct field observation by walking through the space to create the activity maps

and marking the activity points using GPS. According to the observation protocol, previously

described, each zone was observed for 30 minutes and within two hours the whole parts of the

Mel Lastman Square was covered.
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Figure 3.5.
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3.3.2.2.2. Activity Mapping

Walking through each zone with a paper map of the Mel Lastman Square while that zone

is being observed and videotaped allowed each individual’s activity to be recorded on a map

(Figure 3.6). Each activity point was assigned a unique numeric ID. Peoples’ activities were

recorded on the paper map along with marking activity points with GPS (will be described in the

subsequent section) to save time while each activity was taking place. These maps were used as

complementary information in the data management while accompanied by required information

such as activity type and activity location. Each session of observation and data collection

yielded a daily pattern of activity through each activity map and thus reveals the common

location for particular activities that are quite often chosen/or not chosen by people. A daily

pattern of activity also reveals when people use the space for particular activities. Thus, the

activity maps will reveal the frequency and diversity of the activities in each observation session.

Figure 3.6. Sample of Activity Map - Mel Lastman Square
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Therefore, collecting data required defined typologies for each activity as well as for the

physical design features. Defining these typologies contributes to creating activity maps as well

as symbolizing data in ArcMap GIS. Prior to starting the data collection, typologies were

determined for each required data element including activity level, activity location and design

features. Each observation was classified according to the activity typology represented in Table

3.3. The activity classes in this table were based on public space previous researches particularly

Carmona (2010), Whyte (1980) and Gehl (1987).

Table 3.3. Activity Typology
Activity Level Activity Type

Passive

Sit
Sit-Child
Sit-Pram
Sit-Wheelchair
Stand
Stand-Child
Stand-Pram
Lay

Active

Cycle
Exercise
Photo
Play
Play-Music
Walk
Walk-Child
Walk-Pram
Walk-Wheelchair

In terms of passive activities, people tend to sit alone, with a friend, family or their child

while carrying a pram. Some people prefer to stand along walkways and talk with a friend or

watch their surrounding while their child is playing. As Mel Lastman Square is a quiet space,

some people find it an appropriate place to relax and lay down on a bench or on grass spaces.

Active uses range from leisurely walks, with a friend or their child while carrying a pram. Some

may choose to cycle around or play, playing music, exercise or even they find nice sceneries to

take photos. Another thing that is worth mentioning is that the place is to some extent

appropriate to host people who use a wheelchair.
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The following Table 3.4 outlines the diversity of physical design features and the possible

activity locations of each parts of the square. Four main categories were considered for existing

design features within the space. Mel Lastman Square features two of Lynch’s (1960) five

physical elements, namely paths and edges. Paths were characterized according to their location,

for example walkways along stream, tree-lined corridor or around the pool (Figure 3.7). The

edges are designed as sitting area where there is a theatre podium, or people choose to sit on the

edges of entrance fountain or on the edges of the designed waterworks or the steps around the

pool. In addition to edges and paths, urban furniture such as benches, tables and round tables

distributed throughout the space were considered key design features. Natural features,

specifically grass spaces, were the field design features.

Table 3.4. Design Features Typology and Activity Locations
Design Features Activity Location

Paths Walkway

Along Stream
Around Pool
Garden Court
Theatre area
Transition area
Tree-lined

Edges Edge

Around Pool
Fountain
Theatre sitting area
Waterworks

Furniture

Bench

Along Stream

Around Pool
Pavilion
Theatre area
Tree-lined

Table
Around Pool

Transition area
Tree-lined

Round Table
Around Pool
Transition area

Natural Features Grass space

Along Stream

Around Pool
Garden Court
Theatre area
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Figure 3.7.
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The following diagram illustrates the potential relationship among activity level, activity

type, design features, and activity locations within the space considering the defined typologies

for each. It shows that for example what kind of active or passive activities are possible to take

place within the space. In addition, it presents the relationship between design features and the

possible activity location. For instance, round tables which usually are occupied for passive

activities such as sitting are located around the pool and the transition area (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8. Activity Types and Design Features within Mel Lastman Sqaure
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3.3.2.2.3. Capturing Activity Points using GPS/Mobile GIS

It is worth mentioning that this part of the observation was conducted through GPS

(Trimble JUNO) using the ArcPad software. As I needed to mark the activity points, I had to

walk through the sub-areas within the Mel Lastman Square and record the location and types of

activities along with creating activity maps. Using GPS device provided an opportunity to mark

the individuals’ activity points on a GIS map while recording data such as the Date and Time for

each activity point. Using the GPS in this way facilitates the recording of activities of anyone

who happens to be in the observed space during the observation period.

On the field the MobileGIS was turned on and through using the ArcPad software the

georefrenced map of the Mel Lastman Square was opened. To start using the GPS the satellite

icon was added to the screen map and the GPS was activated. The GPS window shows the

constellation of satellites.  Red symbols were unavailable satellites, blue were satellites expected

to come into view, and black ones were currently used satellites.  It may take five minutes for the

GPS to figure out where it is. Thus, it is best to plan GPS data collection when there is adequate

satellite coverage for the study area. When the red icon on the map turns into cross-hairs then it

was ready to start taking, recording and collecting activity points. Enabling the GPS tab in

ArcPad gave this opportunity to mark each activity point on the georeferenced map of Mel

Lastman Square.

Once the GPS was activated, I selected the point tool to click on the map and mark the

point where an activity was taking place. A form also brought up to add previously defined

attributes such as activity point ID, Date and Time. I added a sequential ID while I was creating

related activity map at the same time and record each point with the same ID number on the

activity map. Therefore, each point was assigned a unique numeric ID which was similar to the

ID Field in marking activity points on GPS.
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3.3.2.3. Post-Field Data Processing

Recording the fundamental real time data in ArcPad using MobileGIS and the capabilities

of this software provides the opportunity to manage data later using the more full-features

ArcMap GIS software that runs on desktop computers. After completing all the data collection

during observation sessions, activity maps along with activity point layers marked with GPS,

these data were imported into the desktop ArcMap GIS. This section describes the post-data

management process which was mostly dealing with creating attribute tables in ArcMap and

adding required fields to it according to the recorded data on the activity maps and captured

activity points. For this research, post-field data management process at the first place includes

creating attribute tables which provide characteristics for recorded points considering timing,

design features and activity types.

One of the most important parts of this study is the post-field data management process.

In general, dealing with GIS data requires organized data which makes the analysis easier and

quicker. Marked activity points within the Mel Lastman Square provided with ID, Time and Date

formed the basic fields of the attribute table in ArcMap. As four observation sessions were

conducted for each session separate point shapefiles were used. Moreover, to be more organized

all observation point features were loaded into a file geodatabase that incorporated all collected

data, stored points and attribute data within a single relational database environment.

For this study, individuals’ activities in Mel Lastman Square were recorded as single

point locations. The geographic coordinates for each point was determined using ArcPad

software that was installed on a Trimble Juno GPS. A series of symbols for each point was

defined to permit key characteristics of the activity to be recorded. The activities included

passive and active ones such as sitting, walking, playing.

The attribute table for each session which includes different data field was completed

according to the collected data on activity maps. Three fields already existed, activity points ID,

Data and Time. Thus, by using the “editor”, required fields including Activity Level, Activity

Type, Design Feature, and Activity Location were added to the attribute table. These data were

recorded on related activity maps for each observation sessions. Thus, I have to use the activity

maps that were revised once according to the video recording in terms of accuracy and being

reliable. As a result, the final table is provided with all required data, and each point on a map
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represents an individual person with according attributes and will provide the answers for the

following questions:

 To what Gender and Age group each individual person belongs?

 What is the activity level and activity type for each individual person?

 Where does each activity take place (Design Feature, Activity Location)?

 How long does each activity take (Duration)?

The main attribute fields that were focused on to answer the research questions include:

Timing, Activity Level, Activity Type, Design Features and Activity Locations. Most of the GIS

analysis was based on these attributes to examine the relationship between activity pattern and

design features within the Mel Lastman Square.

The proposed combined methodology for data collection provides a valuable opportunity

to ease the data collection and management process. Recording people’s activity on activity

maps accompanied by some other information such as age group, along with using GPS to

capture activity points on a GIS map resulted in more accurate and reliable data. Completing the

attribute data was the most essential part of the post-field data management process. Each

activity point on GIS map had a particular ID number, date and time; the other values were

added to the attribute table using the activity maps. At this stage data management constitutes of

matching each marked point on GIS map with the recorded points on activity maps.

Moreover, I have to determine supplementary fields such as activity level, activity type,

design feature and design location for each point. Thus, the completed attribute table represented

the required information about each point. Having the point layer accompanied with the attribute

table provides opportunities for related analysis to understand the relationship between activity

and design features patterns. Following section provides an introductory to possible GIS analysis

according to type of the collected data also associated with the activity maps.

3.3.2.3.1. Possible GIS Analysis

Part of the value of this thesis lays in the combination of using GIS with other data

collection methods; direct field observations and activity mapping. GIS as an analytical tool is

currently in use in urban planning processes and spatial analysis (Al-Kodmany, 2000). GIS

provides opportunities to analyze data at the regional scale, but has been little applied for more

detailed scale such as in designing public spaces and mapping people’s activity. As an analytical
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and visualization tool, GIS will be used in this research to illustrate the physical design features

of places in relation to peoples’ activity patterns.

This research combined observation and activity maps with GIS analysis to reveal pattern

of use related to design features. Applying GIS requires database creation and analysis tools that

this sub-section introduces. The data from every observation session, recorded on a paper

activity map and the accurate location of observed activities were marked on a map through

ArcPad software in Mobile GIS using GPS on the site. Thus, there was the opportunity to use the

created points’ layer in ArcMap GIS. This methodology created a useful database of

observations that can be explored in GIS in a number of different ways such as investigating total

number of activity types, number of engaged people regarding the design features, and activity

locations.

In GIS, there is an opportunity to conduct different analysis according to the available

data. Specifically, the analysis tool box in GIS includes spatial statistical analysis and contains a

powerful set of tools that perform the most fundamental GIS operations such as performing

overlays, creating buffers or performing proximity. Applying such analysis highly depends on

the available data layers. For this research according to the collected data within the Mel

Lastman square, and the available base map the best analysis relates to “Frequency” from

statistics toolset. This tool works with the attribute table and a set of fields to create a new table

containing unique field values with the number of occurrences of each unique field value.

Through using this tool and considering the attribute table there was a possibility to investigate

the relationship between individual activities and design features. Moreover, defining certain

“Symbology” for activity types, activity locations and design features within the space provided

the opportunity to visualize activity patterns on a map.

According to the collected data also there is an opportunity to create a daily pattern of

activity using a GIS map. Moreover, by using the GIS it is also possible to create a “composite

map” of activity pattern to understand how and where certain activities occur and thus shed light

on how people typically use the space. Thus, this type of analysis assists in understanding the

linkages between the physical structure of the public space and the spatial distribution of its

design features on the one hand, and how people orientate themselves to use these features

within the public space on the other hand. Consequently, not only would this shed light on those
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design features within the public space that are most and least used, but also how certain design

features impact how users choose the location of their activities.

3.4. Data Collection Limitations

It is important to bear in mind the limitation of using GPS in urban areas surrounded by

high structures and/or trees since the quality of GPS locations can be degraded in these contexts.

Therefore, the practical use of GPS was considerable, while the Mel Lastman square was

surrounded with high buildings and the GPS receives signals from different satellites, the marked

points on the map had some error which led to use the editor tool in ArcMap GIS and rechecking

and matching each point by referring to the activity map and video recording which seems very

helpful at this stage. Thus, the limitations of findings would base either on accuracy of data

collection with GPS or consideration of other relevant aspects that may affect this process such

as availability of GIS data maps.

3.5. Conclusion

In order to answer the research questions set out for this thesis, an explanatory case study

approach was employed parallel to quantitative analysis that was followed in GIS analysis.

Through direct field observation, activity mapping and GIS analysis this research shed light on a

contemporary designed public space and its pattern of use. Mel Lastman Square in the City of

Toronto was chosen due to having different levels of activity as well as a range in design features

to understand the physical settings impact on peoples’ activity pattern. Collecting the required

data for investigating abovementioned relationship through the described methodologies,

consequently, will reveal the activity pattern of people within the selected site and can exploited

to better regulate people’s flows throughout the public space associated with the design features.
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Chapter 4

Research Observation Results and Analysis

4.1. Introduction

The structure of this chapter is based on the data collection methods employed within this

study and contains the research observation results and analysis. The data collection methods

include direct field observations, activity maps and using GPS to collect activity points within

the Mel Lastman Square. Particular attention was paid to the use of the design features and

activity locations and how design elements affect the activities of the people. Understanding

these relationships required determining the common patterns of use, similarities, differences and

expectations of use through observation period by analyzing the collected data.

The following sections include the observation results, research data analysis and

findings with particular reference to the relationships among people’s activity type, use of design

features and activity locations within the Mel Lastman Square.

4.2. Observation Results

During the four observation sessions of Mel Lastman Square there were noticeable mix

of people within the space and variety of activities occurring. There were a large number of

people meeting with friends for a morning coffee, lunch or an after work meeting. People were

out, walking their children and socializing. Some were sitting while others were taking their

surroundings on a leisurely walk. There were numbers of seniors who were sitting and sharing

their life experiences. All the activities’ types and location were recorded both on paper activity

maps and mobile GIS map by marking activity points using Juno GPS.

The following subsections will discuss observation results according to the explained

data collection procedure in the Chapter 3. This procedure involves with three main theme

including the activity level/type, use of the design features and the activity location with respect

to the timing of the activities throughout the observation period.
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4.2.1. Activity Level and Activity Type

During the first observation day, Tuesday 24th, July 2012, a total number of people whose

activity points were marked on the activity map and GPS, was 310 (Appendix 1). In the morning

time the space inhabited 104 people (33%), in the afternoon 126 people were enjoying the space

at the lunch time (40%). In the evening 80 (25%) people were using the space according to the

number of points that were marked on the activity map and captured with the GPS with

particular attention to the activity type and location (Appendix 2).

With regard to the activity level and activity type, according to the collected data in

Tuesday, approximately 65% of people were engaged in passive activities during different times

of the day. In other words they were mostly sitting and enjoying the nice and calm environment

of the space (Figure 4.1). Among these passive activities, sitting (alone, with a friend, child or

pram) was prominent with 59% of all the presented people. At the active level, walking

constitutes approximately 28% while playing and cycling formed around 5% of all the activities

(Appendix 1).

Friday, 27 July 2012, was assigned to be the second observation day during weekdays.

People were out and varieties of activities, mostly passive activities (72%) were going on

(Appendix 3). Among 309 individuals who were presented in the Mel Lastman Square on Friday,

85 of them used the space in the morning and 121 of them enjoyed the space at the lunch time

and rest of them came to the square to spend their evening (Appendix 4).

According to the collected data on Friday, among the passive activities, obviously sitting

during different times of the day was the prominent one and consists 60% of the presented

population. At the other activity level, walking was prominent at 20% while other activities were

taking place such as playing (2%), exercising (1%) and taking photo (Appendix 3). Therefore,

the most remarkable activity either in the morning, afternoon or evening was sitting as a passive

prominent activity (Figure 4.2).

The third observation day was assigned to be a weekend day, Saturday 28 July, 2012.

During this observation session varieties of activities were going on while the total observed and

counted people were 334 (Appendix 5). In the most populated day within the observation period,

approximately 54% of people used the space in the evening and 30% of them enjoyed the

outdoor environment at the lunch time while the rest of them chose the morning to spend their

time (Appendix 6).
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Regarding the activity level most people were enjoying passive activities (66%) and 111

out of 334 were active within the space. According to the collected data the most prominent

passive activity during this observation session was sitting (46%) while other types of passive

activities were taking place including lying on a bench, standing. Among active level of

activities, playing was noticeable even though constitutes approximately 4% of the total counted

people. Obviously, the observation data shows that walking was the remarkable activity at the

active level with 28%. Exercising, cycling and taking photo were also taking place and constitute

2% of all the activities (Figure 4.3).

For the last observation session, data were collected on Sunday, 29 July 2012.

Interestingly, this session was the least populated day with 267 people, even though it was a

weekend (Appendix 7). Approximately, 82% of the observed people were adults and noticeably,

almost 11% of them were seniors who were mostly sitting and enjoying the peaceful

environment. Among 267 counted people, 40% of them enjoyed their Sunday evening in the

square while in the morning and at the lunch time the square was almost occupied with 70-80

people (Appendix 8).

In this observation session two third of activities were passive including sitting which

constituted over 50% of the total (Appendix 7). Among the active activities, walking was most

popular with more than 20% people involved, other activities such as playing, cycling,

exercising, taking photo, playing music were also noticeable and consisted more than 10% of all

the ongoing activities (Figure 4.4).

According to the collected data, with regard to the timing, Sunday morning was the less

populated time, 81 people were out within the space. More than 40% were seated and others

were walking, playing, cycling or exercising.

The following maps illustrate how activities vary by activity type during the observation

sessions (Figure 4.1- 4.4)1.

1. See appendix 9-1, 9-2, 9-3, 9-4 for activity level maps during the observation period.
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Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3.
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Figure4.2.1(a) Figure4.2.1(b)

Figure 4.2.1(c)

Figure 4.4.
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4.2.2. Use of the Design Features

With regard to the use of the design features within the Mel Lastman Square, according

to the observation on Tuesday (24th, July 2012), 31% of people were sitting on a benches located

within the Mel Lastman Square (Appendix 1). Tables were the second design feature choices that

people preferred to use for sitting (16%). Grass spaces were among the other popular sitting

areas (5%) as well as edges (5%) which were mostly located in a peaceful and quiet environment

far away from the street (Figure 4.5). A number of people who were walking or standing (37%)

within the square used the designed walkways. During all of the observing times, benches and

tables were among the most popular sitting choices. At the lunch time people were intended to

use any type of sitting choices including benches (25%), edge (5%) and tables (15%) throughout

the square to sit and eat their lunch (Appendix 2).

Similarly, the observation results for the timing on Friday (27th, July 2012) reveal that

most populated time was at the lunch time while the space was occupied by 121 people (40%)

and the most occupied design feature constitutes benches at 43%. Obviously, the first activity

which people spend most of the time on it was sitting preferably on benches (34%) or tables

(12%) provided within the space (Appendix 3 and 4). The least activities were taking place in the

morning while in total 85 people (27%) were out. However, it is worth noting that this time

belonged to those who were interested in exercising (3%) and cycling (2%) therefore walkways

were also used at the remarkable percentage of 29% (Figure 4.6).

As for sitting activity on the most populated observation session, Saturday (28th, July

2012), the data revealed that people also preferred to sit on edges (10%) and grass space (6%)

within the square however, not surprisingly most of them were sited on the provided benches

throughout the square (24%). Interestingly, 6% of people were seated on tables that constitutes

far less than expected percentage of usage (Appendix 5). According to the collected data, half of

the people were on the walkways, standing or walking within the square (Figure 4.7). With

regard to the timing more than half of the people at the lunch time and in the evening were on the

walkways, walking or standing (Appendix 6). Benches were occupied almost at the same

percentage (20-25%) throughout the day as well as tables (5-7%). However, round table, edges

and grass space usage went up in the evening as more people came to enjoy the Saturday

evening.
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On Sunday (29th, July 2012) as the least populated observation session, uses of benches

were among the most popular sitting choices for the people (26%) whereas roundtables were

occupied by 3% of people throughout the day (Appendix 7). Tables (10%) and edges (10%) were

the other sitting choices that people depending on their desire choose to have a sit on (Figure

4.8). With regard to the timing, Sunday evening around 40% of the people intended to come and

use the space while benches were among most popular sitting choices throughout the day (20-

30%) and the tables’ and edges’ use also remained the same throughout the day (Appendix 8).

The following maps illustrate the daily use of the design features within the Mel Lastman

Square (Figure 4.5 - 4.8).
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Figure4.2.2(b)

Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.8.
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4.2.3. Activity Location

According to the Tuesday observation (24th, July 2012) it is obvious that areas around the

pool, the tree-lined path and along the stream constituted the most preferable activity location

areas as in total they inhabited 64% of the people (Appendix1). The garden court (11%) and the

theatre area (8%) are the other parts of the space that provide choices mostly for sitting and other

types of activities (Figure 4.9).

Similarly, on Friday (27th, July 2012), benches around the pool (24%), along the stream

(22%) or the tree-lined path (20%) constitute the sitting choices (Appendix3). According to the

collected data people were also occupying other parts of the square such as the garden court

(9%), the theatre area (7%) and less than 1% were using the pavilion and the theatre sitting area

(Figure 4.10).

Obviously, on Saturday (28th, July 2012) areas around the pool, along the stream and the

tree-lined path were locations that apparently people enjoyed most for sitting as in total they

were occupied by 60% of people. Interestingly, some people preferred to experience sitting on

the edges that where located around the theatre area (9%), the theatre sitting area (1%) with

concrete bleachers or the entrance fountain (3%) (Appendix5). During the observation, other

parts of the square such as garden court (5%) and the pavilion (1%) were also occupied by

people who were interested to enjoy more peaceful areas (Figure 4.11)

Benches and tables provided along the tree-lined path (21%) and around the pool (19%),

along the stream (17%) and garden court (14%) were among most popular sitting choices on

Sunday (29th, July 2012) (Appendix7). Edges around the fountain (3%), the theatre area (6%)

and the theatre sitting area (2%) were among other options for people to play around or sit on

(Figure 4.12).

The following maps illustrate how the activities vary according to the different locations

throughout the Mel Lastman Square (Figure 4.9 - 4.12).
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Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.12.
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4.3. Research Data Analysis and Findings

The following sections address the analysis of the pattern of use within the Mel Lastman

Square by examining the relationship between actual use of design features and activity type

regarding the collected data. The applied analyses consider the frequency of activity types related

to the design features use in order to answer the following research questions: a) How do

people’s activities relate to the physical patterns of the Mel Lastman Square? b) How are

activities influenced and encouraged by physical settings of the Mel Lastman Square?

Answering these questions based on available empirical observation data requires

consideration of activity types, activity level and the number of people who use the space. Thus,

an overview of number of people involved in activities per day regarding the existing design

features will reveal the pattern of use, the similarities, differences, expectations and the possible

relationship between people’s activity and actual use of the design features.

Daily observation maps of Mel Lastman Square illustrate how people use the space

typically throughout a day whereas composite map of all daily observations provide the

opportunity to reveal the common pattern of use. In order to find out the pattern of use

throughout the observation period with regard to weekdays’ and weekend’s similarities and

differences, three main relationships were examined:

a) Relationship between activity type and use of the design features

b) Relationship between activity type and activity location

c) Relationship among activity type, design features and activity location

To understand the spatial structure of the collected activity points, the analysis take

advantage of using “Symbology” in addition to using the “Frequency” tool in ArcMap GIS. This

tool reads an attribute table of observation data and a set of fields such as activity type, activity

location and design features and creates a new table containing unique field values and the

number of occurrences of each unique field value. Calculating frequency with the “Frequency”

tool is an appropriate way to find out how many of activities fall into a given category such as

activity location or use of design features. The frequency distribution of activity points’ data will

reveal the typical use of the space. The “Frequency” tool was used on the composite data map,

weekdays and weekends to find out the above mentioned relationships (Figure 4.13) and

investigate differences, similarities of the pattern of use during the observation period.
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Figure 4.13.Analysis Themes and Activity Frequency Diagram
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4.3.1. Analyzing the Relationship between Activity Type and Design Features

In order to understand how the design features affect the activity types within the Mel

Lastman Square the frequency of activity types related to the use of the design features were

determined. This frequency reveals the common activity type that is occurring within the square

most of the time regarding the use of the related design feature. Considering the expectations that

are based on observation results, the goal of analyzing this relationship is to derive the

similarities and differences of activity types in relation to the use of the design features

throughout the observation period. Analyzing the composite map reveals the common pattern of

use within the Mel Lastman Square and analyzing the weekdays’ and weekend’s activity type

and use of the design features determined the similarities and differences of the space use.

4.3.1.1. Analyzing Activity Type and Design Features relationship in Composite Map

The activity points in the composite map illustrate the patterns of activities and the design

features use across all four observation sessions. For example, according to the collected data

(Appendix 10) approximately 67% of Mel Lastman Square activities were passive and less than

40% of activities belong to the active level (Appendix 11-1). Sitting, in general, comprised the

largest share of the passive activities at almost 55% of all observations.

Turning to the level of activities, as for the active type, it is worth mentioning that

playing had the second place with almost 4% which was usually taking place in the grass space

mostly located in the garden court. Obviously, among the active types of activities walking was

the prominent activity (approximately 23%) which was taking place within the designed

walkways of the square (Figure 4.14). Collected data show (Appendix 10) that benches were

among the first group of preferred design features and almost 30% of the sitting activity belongs

to the use of benches. People were also intended to use tables (almost 11%) and interestingly

used edges (7%), grass space (6%) as a sitting choice (Figure 4.15).

According to the timing, in general, evenings (38%) and then afternoons were hosting the

most percentage of people whereas in the mornings (26%) the least activities were taking place.

Thus, sitting was the prominent activity throughout the day (54%). Benches (29%) and then

tables (11%) were among the most popular sitting choices whole day while at the lunch time the

percentage use went up. The use of the edges and the grass space in the evening also was

noticeable (Appendix 12).
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Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.15.
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To find out how design features affect people’s activity type, consideration of how many

people were using the space regarding the design features throughout the all observation sessions

is required. In the other words, to understand the activity type and the use of the design features

relationship determining the activity frequency is needed. The Table 4.1 is the outcome of

working with “Symbology” and using the “Frequency” tool by selecting two attribute fields of

activity type and design features. Thus, the result displayed how many people were doing what

(activity type) and were using what type of design features.

As can be seen from the Table 4.1, for the active level of activities, the highest rank went

for walking within walkways which in total was 23% with the frequency of 295 out of 1220 and

the second rank belonged to playing within the grass space at 2% with the frequency of 47 out of

1220. The least activities that were taking place include taking photo and walking within the

grass space each for less than 1% with the frequency of 1.

Turning to the activity level, for the passive activities, sitting on a bench with 26% took

the highest rank among the other passive activities whereas lying on a bench, sitting on grass

with a child and standing with a pram on grass took the least percentage which is less than 1%.

Sitting on a table, on an edge are among the second preferable design features that people choose

to use (Table 4.1). Another passive activity that can be seen and is noticeable is standing on the

walkway which constitutes almost 10% of the activities within the space with the frequency of

121 out of 1220.

Through these comparisons and results of observations one of the major findings is

beginning to shine through as “Sittable Space”. William Whyte (1980) in his landmark book on

urban public space “The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces” wrote that “people tend to sit

where there are places to sit” as they do like to use “basics” within a space. Through the detailed

observations of plazas and parks in New York City, Whyte (1980) found comfortable seating

choices to be the primary and essential component of urban public spaces. He examined many

correlations between space use and the physical environment and found that one of the major

factors in space use is sittable space that should be designed for people to sit, not for

“architectural punctuation”. People are adaptable to use space in a way they feel comfortable and

are able find a place to sit whether it is a bench or it is a concrete sittable edge if the dimensions

are right. The Project for Public Spaces (2005) also referred to the good public spaces that give

people a flexible choice for seating.
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Table 4.1. Activity Type and Design Features – All Observation Sessions
Activity Level Activity Type Design Features Frequency Percentage

Active

Cycle Walkway 19 1.56

Exercise
Grass Space 10 0.82
Walkway 2 0.16

Photo
Grass Space 1 0.08
Walkway 10 0.82

Play
Grass Space 29 2.38
Walkway 18 1.48

Play-Music Walkway 13 1.07

Walk
Grass Space 1 0.08
Walkway 228 18.69

Walk-Child Walkway 27 2.21
Walk-Pram Walkway 37 3.03

Walk-Wheelchair Walkway 2 0.16

Passive

Lay
Bench 1 0.08
Grass Space 2 0.16

Sit

Bench 328 26.89
Edge 76 6.23
Grass Space 29 2.38
Round Table 42 3.44
Table 110 9.02

Sit-Child

Bench 7 0.57
Edge 9 0.74
Grass Space 1 0.08
Round Table 2 0.16
Table 8 0.66

Sit-Pram

Bench 23 1.89
Edge 9 0.74
Round Table 4 0.33
Table 19 1.56

Sit-Wheelchair Walkway 7 0.57

Stand
Grass Space 10 0.82
Walkway 121 9.92

Stand-Child Walkway 3 0.25

Stand-Pram
Grass Space 1 0.08
Walkway 11 0.90

Total 1220 100
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4.3.1.2. Analyzing Activity Type and Design Features relationship in Weekdays and
Weekend

Beginning with the activity level during the weekdays, as the collected data reveal

(Appendix 13), approximately 69% of activities were taking place at the passive level (Appendix

11-2). First of all it is clear that sitting activity had the greatest percentage of activities which is

almost 59% including all types of sitting (Figure 4.16). The worth pointing out results regarding

the active level was that at the second place after walking, playing had the highest percentage

among other activities which was 3% and revealed that children constituted small percentage of

the involved population (almost 2%). Due to the highest percentage of sitting activity, design

features for sitting choices such as benches (33%) and tables (14%) were mostly occupied.

According to the timing of the weekdays’ activities (Appendix 14), afternoons were the

most populated time for weekdays (39%) whereas evening and after work hours were not as

populated as lunch time. Obviously, in the afternoon benches and tables were mostly occupied

by people (Figure 4.17).

Similarly during weekend the collected data revealed that approximately 65% of

activities belonged to the passive activities (Appendix 11-3 and 15). Obviously, among passive

activities, sitting had the highest rank which constituted 50% of all activities. As for the active

ones, playing possessed the second rank with 4% and admitted that 4% of involved populations

were children. Other noticeably activities were cycling, exercising, taking photo and playing

music with 1% for each. It is worth mentioning that apparently during weekend; more disabled

people had this opportunity to enjoy the space for either walking or sitting using a wheelchair as

1% of the population belonged to them (Figure 4.18). Regarding the use of design features

during weekend, walkways were allocated to leisurely walking and benches had the highest rank

of occupation for the sitting activity which was 24%. It is also worth pointing out that edges had

the second rank in using for sitting (10%) and after that the grass spaces hold the third place with

8% (Figure 4.19).

According to the timing, most obviously of all, it can be seen that weekend evening had

the highest number of involved people (47%) whereas in the morning the lowest numbers of

people were presented. It is apparent that morning belonged to playing, exercising and cycling

(Appendix 16).
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Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.3.1.2 (b)

Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.19.
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Understanding the weekdays’ and weekend’s activity type and design features

relationship required using “Symbology” and “Frequency” tool which work on the two fields of

activity type and design features. The outcome revealed the number of people who were using

the space at the time regarding the use of the related design feature.

The following Table 4.2 shows the activity type and the use of the design feature

relationship in weekdays. Starting with the active level, it is obvious that walking is the

prominent activity happening along the walkways with almost 20% of involved people with the

frequency of 119 out of 619 individuals. Another worth pointing activity was playing which

possessed 2% of interested individuals playing on the grass space with the frequency of 14. As it

is displayed in Table 4.2, exercising either on the grass space or walkway was among the lowest

ranked activities with the frequency of 4 it constitutes less than 1% of total activities. Turning to

the passive activities, it is clear that sitting on a bench is among the highest selected choice

(31%) with the frequency of 195 out of 619 individuals. People were also intended to choose

tables (11%) and other kinds of sitting choices. Interestingly, choosing to sit on an edge was at

the same level with choosing round tables (4%) with the frequency of 27 and 30.

Considering the weekend’s analysis and the Table 4.3, for the activity type at the active

level, walking through walkways possessed the highest rank approximately 18% with the

frequency of 109. According to the analysis outcome, playing on grass space or walkway was the

second interested activity through weekend with the frequency of 28. People intended to exercise

mostly on grass spaces with the frequency of 7 as well as cycling on walkways with the

frequency of 10 during the weekend. Turning to the level of activities, sitting on benches (22%)

were among the highest selected choices while edges (7%) and tables (6%) allocate the second

position. People also were interested to sit on grass spaces (3%).

The sitting frequencies, 300 out of 619, confirms what William Whyte (1980) found on

how people tend to find a sittable space within the space. Through comparison of the weekend

and weekdays it is obvious that sitting was the prominent passive activity for both, however,

during the weekday number of people who were sitting was approximately 10% more than

weekend which is due to the number of people who use the space at the lunch time. Interestingly,

the sitting frequencies show that people were tend to use edges and grass spaces as sitting

choices during the weekend more than weekdays while benches were among greater choice of

sitting for weekdays.
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Table 4.2. Activity type and Design Features – Weekdays
Activity Level Activity Type Design Features Frequency Percentage

Active

Cycle Walkway 9 1.45

Exercise
Grass Space 3 0.48
Walkway 1 0.16

Photo Walkway 4 0.65

Play
Grass Space 14 2.26
Walkway 5 0.81

Play-Music Walkway 6 0.97
Walk Walkway 119 19.22

Walk-Child Walkway 19 3.07
Walk-Pram Walkway 11 1.78

Passive

Lay
Bench 1 0.16
Grass Space 1 0.16

Sit

Bench 195 31.50
Edge 30 4.85
Grass Space 9 1.45
Round Table 27 4.36
Table 70 11.31

Sit-Child

Bench 4 0.65
Edge 1 0.16
Grass Space 1 0.16
Round Table 2 0.33
Table 5 0.81

Sit-Pram

Bench 8 1.29
Edge 1 0.16
Round Table 1 0.16
Table 13 2.10

Sit-Wheelchair Walkway 3 0.48

Stand
Grass Space 2 0.32
Walkway 49 7.92

Stand-Child Walkway 1 0.16
Stand-Pram Walkway 4 0.65

Total 619 100
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Table 4.3. Activity type and Design Features – Weekends
Activity Level Activity Type Design Features Frequency Percentage

Active

Cycle Walkway 10 1.66

Exercise
Grass Space 7 1.16
Walkway 1 0.17

Photo Walkway 7 0.10

Play
Grass Space 15 2.50
Walkway 13 2.16

Play-Music Walkway 7 1.16

Walk
Grass Space 1 0.17
Walkway 109 18.30

Walk-Child Walkway 8 1.33
Walk-Pram Walkway 26 4.33

Walk-Wheelchair Walkway 2 0.33

Passive

Lay Grass Space 1 0.17

Sit

Bench 133 22.13
Edge 46 7.65
Grass Space 20 3.33
Round Table 15 2.50
Table 40 6.66

Sit-Child
Bench 3 0.50
Edge 8 1.33
Table 3 0.50

Sit-Pram

Bench 15 2.50
Edge 8 1.33
Round Table 3 0.50
Table 6 0.10

Sit-Wheelchair Walkway 4 0.67

Stand
Grass Space 8 1.33
Walkway 72 11.98

Stand-Child Walkway 2 0.33

Stand-Pram
Grass Space 1 0.17
Walkway 7 1.16

Total 601 100
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4.3.2. Analyzing the Relationship between Activity Type and Activity Location

In order to understand how different locations affect the activity types within the Mel

Lastman Square the frequency of activity types related to the activity location were determined.

This frequency reveals the common activity type that is occurring within the square most of the

time at the particular location. Considering the expectations that are based on observation results,

the goal of analyzing this relationship is to derive the similarities and differences of activity

types in relation to the activity location throughout the observation period. Analyzing the

composite map reveals the common pattern of use within the Mel Lastman Square and analyzing

the weekdays’ and weekend’s activity type and activity location determined the similarities and

differences of the space use.

4.3.2.1. Analyzing Activity Type and Location relationship in Composite Map

For the activity location during the observation period, according to the collected data

(Appendix10), it is apparent that most of the activities occurred around the pool (24%), along the

tree-lined path (20%) or along the stream (17%). The Garden court inhabited 10% of both active

and passive activities such as playing and sitting. Some parts of the square were hosted the least

amount of activities (almost 1%) such the theatre sitting area which is designed as a sitting space

and the pavilion where less than a 1% of total activities took place (Figure 4.20). Interestingly,

the fountain located at the entrance of the square attracted 2% of activities such as sitting on the

edge also the almost 1% of activities took place around the waterworks in the lower level of the

square.

These results indicate what William Whyte (1980) argues; “People like water (waterfalls,

rapids, water tunnels, streams, fountains, pools), water should be touchable, don't threaten to

electrocute people if they put their feet in it”. That is why people were interested to sit on the

edges around the fountain or the waterworks (Figure 4.20). In addition, the composite map

reveals what Whyte (1980) refers to as natural elements (sun, wind, trees, and water). “People

tend to sit in the sun if the temperature is comfortable; but, people like the option of sitting in the

shade when there is sun. People like to sit under trees with a view of the action; thus, trees

should be related closely to the sitting spaces”.
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Figure 4.20

Figure 4.20.
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Working with the “Symbology” tab and the “Frequency” tool assisted in figuring out the

relationship between activity type and activity locations within the Mel Lastman Square. The

following Table 4.4 gains a better understanding of how often activities took place within the

particular location through indicating active and passive activities with frequencies more than 5.

Starting with the active level, it is obvious from the Table 4.4 that walking around the pool and

along the stream accounted for 5% and 4% of all the activities with the frequency of 51 and 57

whereas walking within the garden court took the least percentage less than 1% with the

frequency of 11. Focusing on walking with pram, again most accessible and comfortable part

apparently was along the stream with frequency of 10 whereas other parts of the square seemed

to be the least accessible with the frequency of less than 5. Most noticeably of all activities, are

the chosen locations for playing within the garden court and around the pool with the frequency

of 21 and 18 that make them desirable places for playing. Also worth noting is that people were

motivated to play music along the tree-lined corridor with the frequency of 12.

Turning to the types of activities, for the passive ones, it is obvious from the Table 4.4

that almost 14% of people are interested to choose sitting areas around the pool or the tree-lined

path with the frequency between 150 and 165. According to the following table, the least

desirable voluntary choice for sitting was the pavilion with less than 1% and frequency of 6 and

then the theatre sitting area with almost 1%.  People who were carrying a pram preferred to use

benches or tables within the garden court, the tree-lined path or around the pool.

Analyzing the relationship between the activity type and activity location within the Mel

Lastman Square also indicates what Whyte (1980) has found in his research. As he examined the

correlations between space use and the physical environment he figured out that one of the major

factors in the actual use of the space is accessibility to the sittable space.

As the relationship between the activity type and activity location within the Mal

Lastman Square reveals people like to sit where they tend to, on benches or tables located under

trees with a view of the activity. The analyzed relationship between activity type and location

proofs how people are interested to do their activities close to the stream, water, fountain and

pool (Whyte1980) which are located in the different part of the Mel Lastman Square. Such

activities according to the Jan Gehl (1987) are defined as optional activities which are related to

what the place has to offer and how they are affected by design features. Thus, optional activities

such as sitting, standing, leisure walking or playing depend on the quality of the physical
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environment and occur with increasing frequency.. According to the Table 4.4, Mel Lastman

square provides such conditions for people to participate in active or passive activities with the

optional characteristics.

Table 4.4. Activity Type and Activity Location -All Observation Sessions
Activity Level Activity Type Activity Location Frequency>5 Percentage

Active

Cycling Tree-lined 7 0.63
Photo Along Stream 6 0.54

Play
Along Stream 5 0.45
Around Pool 18 1.62
Garden Court 21 1.89

Play-Music Tree-lined 12 1.08

Walk

Along Stream 51 4.60
Around Pool 57 5.14
Garden Court 11 0.99
Sideway-Around Stream 25 2.25
Theatre area 26 2.34
Transition area 33 2.97
Tree-lined 26 2.34

Walk-Child
Around Pool 10 0.90
Theatre area 5 0.45

Walk-Pram
Along Stream 10 0.90
Around Pool 5 0.45
Sideway-Around Stream 7 0.63

Passive

Sit

Around Stream 88 7.94
Around Pool 164 14.80
Fountain 16 1.44
Garden Court 61 5.50
Pavilion 6 0.54
Theatre area 39 3.51
Theatre sitting area 17 1.53
Transition area 39 3.51
Tree-lined 150 13.53
Waterworks 5 0.45

Sit-Child
Fountain 6 0.54
Tree-lined 6 0.54

Sit-Pram

Around Pool 15 1.35
Fountain 6 0.54
Garden Court 14 1.26
Tree-lined 13 1.17

Stand

Around Stream 35 3.15
Around Pool 19 1.71
Sideway-Around Stream 14 1.26
Theatre area 14 1.26
Transition area 24 2.16
Tree-lined 22 1.98

Total 1108 100
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4.3.2.2. Analyzing Activity Type and Activity Location relationship in Weekdays and

Weekend

Understanding the similarities and differences in activity type related to the activity

location was possible through conducting a comparison between weekdays and weekend

observation. During the weekdays usually people spend their time around the pool (24%), the

tree-lined path (21%) or along the stream (19%) (Figure 4.21) these locations were mostly

inviting people to sit and enjoy the space with the elements such as the stream, pool and tree

canopy. There were other parts of the space such as garden court (10%) and the theatre area (7%)

that were occupied due to existing design features such as grass areas and edges as the sitting

choices. Among all of the activity locations, the pavilion and the theatre sitting area apparently

hosted the least percentage of activities (less than 1%) (Appendix13).
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Figure 4.21.
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Similarly, during the weekend areas around the pool (24%), the three-lined path (19%)

and the along stream were also the most populated locations among all the other parts of the Mel

Lastman Square (Appendix 15). The pavilion was again the least occupied location (1%) during

the weekend. According to the collected data during the weekend people were more intended to

use the grass areas and the edges around the theatre area (8%), the garden court (9%) and the

theatre sitting area (2%). As people like water (Whyte 1980) weekend observation proofs that the

fountain (3%) and the waterworks (1%) in the lower level of the square is inviting people to sit

on the edges and enjoy the space (Figure 4.22).

In general, when it comes to comparing the activity type and activity location pattern

within the Mel Lastman Square a common pattern of use is revealed regardless of the number of

people using the space.
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Figure 4.22.
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To find out how people’s activity related to activity location within the Mel Lastman

Square, during weekdays Symbology and Frequency tool were used in ArcMap. Considering the

activities with the frequency more than 5, the analysis results are shown in the following Table

4.5.

With regard to the active level, most of the people intended to be active in walking

around the pool with the frequency of 35 and along the stream with the frequency of 24. People

also chose walkways along the tree-lined path to enjoy walking under the shade and parents

enjoy walking with their child around the pool. Playing on the grass spaces of garden court is

another worth pointing activity that children were interested in as it is shown in the Table 4.5.

Water also attracted children to play around the pool. Another worth pointing activity during the

weekdays is related to the playing along the tree-lined path.

Turning to the activity level and considering the passive activities (Table 4.5), sitting

around pool with the frequency of 87, along the tree-lined path with the frequency of 82 and

along the stream with the frequency of 64 was the prominent passive activity. People were also

interested to choose garden court and theatre area as sitting choices whereas pavilion and theatre

sitting area were among the least choices for sitting. It is apparent from the Table 4.5, that people

carrying a pram were mostly interested to sit in the garden court or the tree-lined path.

Interestingly, in the comparison of the pattern of use between weekdays and the

composite map there are some common areas where particular activities with almost similar

frequencies took place such as around the pool, along the stream and along the tree-lined path.

These parts of the square are furnished with natural elements such as trees and with the design

features such as stream, fountain and pool that as a result attract people.  In addition, these

locations offer different choices (bench, table and edges) for sitting as the prominent passive

activity.

Thus, what William Whyte (1980) find out regarding the use of space and the sittable

space and what Jan Gehl (1987) distinguished as optional activities once again is indicating

through the Mel Lastman Square’s pattern of use considering frequencies of activity types

related to the activity location.
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Table 4.5. Activity Type and Activity Location– Weekdays
Activity Level Activity Type Activity Location Frequency>5 Percentage

Active

Play
Around Pool 5 0.76
Garden Court 12 1.83

Play-Music Tree-lined 6 0.91

Walk

Along Stream 24 3.66
Around Pool 35 5.35
Sideway- Along Stream 15 2.29
Theatre area 11 1.68
Transition area 17 2.59
Tree-lined 13 1.98

Walk-Child
Around Pool 10 1.52
Theatre area 5 0.76

Passive

Sit

Around Stream 64 9.78
Around Pool 87 13.30
Fountain 5 0.76
Garden Court 35 5.35
Theatre area 21 3.21
Transition area 30 2.58
Tree-lined 82 12.53

Sit-Pram
Garden Court 10 1.52
Tree-lined 6 0.91

Stand

Around Stream 13 1.98
Around Pool 7 1.07
Sideway-Around Stream 8 1.22
Theatre area 7 1.07
Tree-lined 11 1.68

Stand-Pram

Around Stream 24 3.66
Around Pool 35 5.35
Sideway-Around Stream 15 2.29
Theatre area 11 1.68
Transition area 17 2.59
Tree-lined 13 1.98

Total 654 100
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Considering two attribute fields of activity type and activity location provides the

opportunity to find out the existing relationship between the type and location of activities within

the Mel Lastman Square during the weekend. Focusing on activities with frequency more than 5

the following Table 4.6 indicates the most frequent activities taking place within the most used

locations of Mel Lastman Square.

Beginning with the active level, walking along the stream and around the pool was the

prominent activity during weekend with the frequency over 20. Walking activity was also going

on the theatre area as well as tree-lined path with frequency over 10. According to the collected

data those who were carrying a pram preferred to walk along stream. Playing activity during

weekends was mostly taking place around the pool as well as in the garden court. In addition the

tree-lined path was inviting people who were interested to play music.

Turning to the activity level and focusing on passive activities, sitting around the pool

with the frequency over 70 and the tree-lined path with the frequency over 60 was the

remarkable passive activity. According to the following table, garden court and along the stream

were among the other prominent sitting area with frequency over 20. Those who were carrying a

pram preferred to be around the pool and those with child intended to sit on the edge of the

entrance fountain as well as being around the waterworks and the pool. There were some parts of

the Mel Lastman square that was expected to be occupied with more and more hosted more

activities during the weekend such as the pavilion however there were not much difference

between the frequency of activities in weekdays and weekends. Expectedly, the theatre sitting

area was among those locations where people intended to choose as the sittable space during the

weekend.

According to the analyzed relationship between activity type and activity location within

the Mel Lastman square similar pattern of use is revealed however there is differences in the

frequency of activities and number of participating people. It was expected that Mel Lastman

Square invited more people and as a result more activities during the weekend. However,

regardless of the number of people again the major factor of Whyte’s (1980) research is worth to

point to, namely “Sittable Space”.  People in both weekdays and weekends were looking for

spaces with various choices of sitting such as benches, tables, grass areas or edges. People tend

to do their optional activities (Gelh 1987) where there was a design feature such as the stream,

fountain, pool or trees.
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Table 4.6. Activity Type, Activity Location - Weekends
Activity Level Activity Type Activity Location Frequency>5 Percentage

Active

Play
Around Pool 13 2.57
Garden Court 9 1.78

Play-Music Tree-lined 6 1.19

Walk

Around Stream 27 5.35
Around Pool 22 4.36
Garden Court 7 1.38
Sideway-Around Stream 10 1.98
Theatre area 15 2.97
Transition area 16 3.17
Tree-lined 13 2.57

Walk-Pram
Around Stream 7 1.38
Sideway-Around Stream 5 0.99

Passive

Sit

Around Stream 24 4.76
Around Pool 77 15.27
Fountain 11 2.18
Garden Court 26 5.15
Theatre area 18 3.57
Theatre sitting area 13 2.57
Transition area 9 1.78
Tree-lined 68 13.49

Sit-Child Fountain 5 0.99

Sit-Pram
Around Pool 13 2.57
Fountain 5 0.99
Tree-lined 7 1.38

Stand

Around Stream 22 4.36
Around Pool 12 2.38
Sideway-Around Stream 6 1.19
Theatre area 7 1.38
Transition area 20 3.96
Tree-lined 11 2.18

Total 504 100
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4.3.3. Analyzing the Relationship among Activity Type, Use of Design Features and

Activity Location

Examining the relationships among the three main themes of the analysis together

including activity type, design features and activity location reveals the actual pattern of space

use. Such examination is base on the empirical knowledge gained from direct field observations

and activity mapping using GPS to indicate how the physical design features of the Mel Lastman

Square affects the activity type with regard to the activity location. The analysis of the activity-

physical patterns relationship considers the observation period as well as weekdays and

weekends observations. The following subsections discuss the analysis that reveals the

similarities, differences and the common pattern of the space use.

4.3.3.1. Analyzing Activity Type, Use of Design Features and Activity Location

relationships in Composite Map

To examine the relationship among activity type, the use of the design features and

activity location within the Mel Lastman Square, the “Frequency” tool as a statistics analysis tool

from the ArcMap toolbox was applied. This time three main fields of activity locations, activity

type and design features were taking into consideration for determining the activity frequency.

The following Table 4.7 shows the activities with the frequency more than 10 to reveal the most

desirable activity locations and design features.

According to the Table 4.7, the main thing that can be observed is that activities were

taking place mostly around the pool (26%) and the three-lined path and along the stream were

among the other most crowded areas with almost 20% of involved population. It is apparent that

benches around the pool, along the stream and benches and tables along the tree-lined path were

among the most popular areas for sitting. For walking, people preferred to choose walkways

around the pool or along the stream whereas the garden court’s walkways were among the least

populated places. It is also worth pointing that grass spaces within the garden court and walkway

around the pool were used by children and parents as playing areas rather than other parts of the

space. Another trend that can be observed is that theatre sitting area, designed with concrete

bleachers, was empty most of the time and during the observation period it was occupied with

almost 1% of the population. However, it should be pointed that the edges around the theatre
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area surrounded with the grass spaces, were among people’s sitting choices rather than the

designed theatre sitting area.

Table 4.7. Frequency and Activity Location, Type, Design Features-All Observation Sessions

Activity Location Activity Type Design
Features

Frequency > 10 Percentage

Along Stream

Sit
Bench 75

19.05

Grass Space 10
Sit-Pram Bench 11

Stand
Grass Space 10
Walkway 25

Walk Walkway 51
Walk-Pram Walkway 10

Sideway-Stream
Stand Walkway 14

3.87
Walk Walkway 25

Around Pool

Sit Bench 119

26.39

Edge 17
Table 10
Round Table 17

Walk Walkway 57
Walk-Child Walkway 10

Play Walkway 17
Stand walkway 19

Garden Court

Sit
Bench 37

9.82
Table 18

Sit-Pram Table 13
Play Grass Space 21
Walk Walkway 10

Fountain Sit Edge 16 1.59

Theatre area
Sit

Edge 21

7.24Grass Space 12
Stand Walkway 14
Walk Walkway 26

Theatre sitting area Sit Edge 17 1.39

Transition area
Sit

Table 14

9.52
Round Table 25

Stand Walkway 24
Walk Walkway 33

Tree-Lined

Sit
Bench 68

20.83
Table 82

Stand Walkway 22
Play-Music Walkway 12

Walk Walkway 26
Total 1008 100
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4.3.3.2. Analyzing Activity Type, Use of Design Features and Activity Location

relationships in Weekdays and Weekends

Applying the “Frequency” as a statistic analysis tool in ArcMap to find out the

relationship among activity type, design feature and activity location, revealed that during

weekdays, the tree-lined paths, the area around the pool and along the stream were most

accessible parts for people to be active within them. People chose those areas as the sitting space

to use benches and tables (Table 4.8). The garden court was also considered as an accessible area

for sitting and sometimes playing. Although there is a designed sitting edges around the theatre

area, people were rather intended to use edges around theatre area surrounded with grass spaces.

According to the following Table, most of the sitting activity during the weekdays was

taking place along the tree-lined path with the frequency of 82 which reveals that people like to

sit under the tree and that is why Whyte (1980) believes that trees should be related closely to the

sitting spaces.

Table 4.8. Frequency, Activity location, Activity Type, Design Features - Weekdays
Activity
Location

Activity Type Design
Features

Frequency > 10 Percentage

Along Stream
Sit Bench 60

21.40Stand Walkway 11
Walk Walkway 24

Sideway-Stream Walk Walkway 15 3.38

Around Pool
Sit Bench 65

24.77Walk Walkway 35
Walk-Child Walkway 10

Garden Court
Sit-Pram Bench 24

10.36Sit-Pram Table 10
Play Grass Space 12

Theatre area
Sit Edge 15

5.63
Walk Walkway 11

Transition area
Sit

Table 11
10.58Round Table 19

Walk Walkway 17

Tree-Lined
Sit

Bench 39

23.87
Table 43

Stand Walkway 11
Walk Walkway 13

Total 444 100
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Running the “Frequency” tool in ArcMap for the weekends to figure out the relationship

among activity type, activity location and the use of design features revealed that areas around

the pool, the tree-lined path and along the stream are among the more desirable parts of the

space. It is apparent from the following Table 4.9 that activities taking place around the pool

were among the prominent ones such as sitting on a bench. Tree-lined path also possessed the

highest frequency in sitting activity. It is worth mentioning that sitting on the edge was also

remarkable on both entrance fountain area and theatre designed sitting area during the weekend.

Considering the activity types, people intended to do optional activities (Gehl, 1987)

such as sitting, standing and leisure walking within the space as they were looking for sittable

spaces around the pool (benches or edge) or along the tree-lined area (benches or tables) to sit

under the tree. Once again the most common activity both during the weekdays and weekend is

the sitting activity within the sittable space (Whyte 1980) while the differences related to the

number of involved people.

Table 4.9. Frequency, Activity location, Activity Type, Design Features – Weekends
Activity
Location Activity Type

Design
Features Frequency > 10 Percentage

Along Stream
Sit Bench 15

15.77Stand Walkway 14
Walk Walkway 27

Sideway-Stream Walk Walkway 10 2.82

Around Pool
Sit

Bench 54

28.17
Edge 12

Walk Walkway 22
Play Walkway 12

Garden Court Sit
Bench 13

6.48
Table 10

Fountain Sit Edge 11 3.10
Theatre area Walk Walkway 15 4.23

Theatre sitting
area

Sit Edge 13 3.66

Transition area
Stand Walkway 20

10.14
Walk Walkway 16

Tree-Lined
Sit

Bench 42

25.63
Table 25

Stand Walkway 11
Walk Walkway 13

Total 355 100
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4.3.4. Analyzing Sitting, Walking and Cycling Activity Frequency - All Observation

Sessions

According to the data analysis it is obvious that sitting and walking were among those

optional activities that were typical within the space while people were using different related

design features and locations. Table 4.10 displays sitting frequency considering design features

and location. During the observation period, 674 people out of 1220 were counted as using

sittable spaces. To understand the relationship between the passive activity of sitting and the

related design feature, the frequency tool was applied considering two other fields of design

features and activity locations. The Table bellow illustrates the sitting frequency. According to

Whyte (1980) people mostly tend to sit where there is a choice particularly close to the stream,

pool or trees.

Table 4.10. Sitting Frequency- All Observation Sessions
Activity Type Design Feature Location Sitting Frequency Percentage

Sit

Grass Space Around Pool 1 0.15
Walkway Around Pool 1 0.15
Walkway Along Stream 3 0.46
Walkway Theatre area 3 0.46
Bench Pavilion 6 0.93
Bench Theatre area 6 0.93
Grass Space Garden Court 6 0.93
Edge Waterworks 9 1.40
Grass Space Along Stream 11 1.70
Table Around Pool 11 1.70
Grass Space Theatre area 12 1.85
Table Transition area 15 2.32
Edge Theatre sitting area 17 2.63
Edge Around Pool 19 2.94
Round Table Around Pool 19 2.94
Edge Theatre area 21 3.25
Edge Fountain 28 4.33
Round Table Transition area 29 4.48
Table Garden Court 33 5.10
Bench Garden Court 39 6.03
Table Tree-lined 78 12.06
Bench Around Stream 84 12.98
Bench Tree-lined 91 14.06
Bench Around Pool 132 20.40
Total 647 100
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Thus, according to the Table 4.10, it is obvious that the most frequent location for sitting

activity is around the pool while people choose provided benches to sit on. At the second level

the benches along the tree-lined and along the stream allocated the highest amount of people. It

is worth pointing that edges around theatre area, entrance fountain’s edge were almost at the

same level of sitting choices for the people. Meanwhile, edges of designed sitting area of theatre

podium accommodated 2% of involved people. There are areas where people had the least desire

to use as sitting area although they were provided with sitting choices such as benches within

pavilion and around the theater area.

The following map displays the design features locations within the space and the activity

points illustrate the frequency of sitting activity (Figure 4.23). As it is shown in the map most the

sitting activity was occurring around the pool, along the stream and around the pool.
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Figure 4.23.
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Turning to analyzing walking and cycling activity frequency, it can be seen that most of

the activity was taken place around the pool and along the stream. The second positions belonged

to walkways along the tree-lined path. Meanwhile the least occupied part for walking was

walkways within the garden court (Table 4.11).

Table 4.11. Walking and Cycling Frequency-All Observation Sessions
Activity Type Design Feature Location Frequency Percentage

Walking and
Cycling

Walkway

Garden Court 17 5.41
Theatre area 33 10.51
Sideway-Stream 37 11.78
Transition area 40 12.74
Tree-lined 44 14.01
Along Stream 69 21.97
Around Pool 74 23.57
Total 314 100

The following map displays the walking and cycling activity location and the points

illustrate the frequency rate (Figure 4.24).
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Figure 4.24.
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4.4. Conclusion

The majority of this study is based on empirical knowledge gained by direct observations,

activity maps and using GPS for capturing activity points within the Mel Lastman Square. This

knowledge is of key importance in urban design and planning practice. Applying these methods

to obtain the actual use of the space and examine potential relationships between the use of

design features and activities might bring additional insights and criteria for designing and

planning process of urban public spaces.

The observational results and the related analysis in this study were based on timing,

activity type, level and the use of design features as well as activity locations within the Mel

Lastman Square. To begin with timing, a comparison of results from daily observations and

composite map revealed that the space in an overall overview hosted almost 40% of the people in

the evening time while approximately 25% belonged to the morning. This occupancy

differentiates according to the daily observations, during weekdays 40% of the people attended

the space in the afternoon while the number of people in the morning and evening was the same

almost 30%. In addition, during the weekends almost 50% of people were attending in the

evening which is expected, while around 20% of them were using the space in the morning.

It is worth pointing that Mel Lastman Square is both a weekday and a weekend space

since the actual use for these different times of the week in overall was approximately equal

according to the collected and analyzed data.

Turning to the activity level and type, according to the data analysis and findings, and

reviewing the observation sessions’ collected data and activity maps, it becomes apparent that

the design features within the space do have considerable influence on the level and types of

activities. The level of activities appeared to increase in accordance with the number of involved

people in active activities taking place within different part of the space. According to the

collected data, zone number one two and four were occupied with almost 90% of the people

whereas the zone number three (theatre area) had the fewest number of presented people and as a

result the lowest levels of activity. The level of activity within the theatre area, podium part of

the space, was minimal in comparison to the other parts of the space. When observing this part of

the space in terms of the levels of activity occurring and how the design features of the space

contribute to the use, a variety of elements were lacking. Additionally, because of defining the

space for particular activity such as programmed events the area did not host as many as people
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in daily time and therefore less diversity resulting in level and types activity. This space invites

people only when there is an event planning. Considering the active level and activity type,

walking around the pool and along the stream occupied more people than other walkways within

the space. For passive activities, most people (almost 80%) preferred to use sitting areas around

the pool, along the tree-lined path and along the stream.

According to the activity maps and Tables provided in the observation results and data

analysis and findings, it is worth to mention the relationship between design features and the

activity pattern. In general, when examining the data it was evident that the physical form and

design features of the theatre area did not meet the needs of its most users. Little has been done

to encourage a people-friendly environment for daily ordinary use rather than event days. The

podium was surrounded with concrete bleachers edges that face toward the stage which is

appropriate when there is a program taking place on the stage. However, providing different

choices of seating and walking ways within the other parts of the space such as tree-lined path

and around the pool indicate that such diversity in design features will allow greater number of

people to use the space. Thus, considering design diversity in turn attracts higher numbers of

people to the area and increases the potential for active or passive activities.

Therefore, when examining the design features of different parts of the space it was noted

that tree-lined path had greater variation in seating choices (benches, tables, grass space) and

desirable walking paths surrounded with trees, that better accommodated people and different

activities. This part of the space is lined with tree canopy which adds to the sense of enclosures

(Jacobs, 1961) and invites greater number of people especially seniors, to sit and enjoy the shade

(Whyte, 1980). This area is furnished with tables and benches. There is a good definition of

space with a strong line of trees in this area. The garden court area beside this particular part of

the space is nicely landscaped with flower and there are also a number of benches and tables.

This part also provides a grassed area for children to play. This area allows moms to place their

prams beside tables and benches and have an eye on their kids so that children can enjoy their

time playing within the grass space. The benches also provide a place for parents to sit down and

relax while their children are playing.

The physical design of the entrance space is aesthetically pleasing and directs attention to

the fountain. The numbers of benches provided along the water stream allow users to sit down

and relax within the space which add to the accessibility of this part of the space (Whyte, 1980).
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Another form that contributes to the pleasant atmosphere found within the space is the pool area

down the ending part of the square. This part is furnished with benches and numbers of round

tables around the pool. Overall, when reviewing the observation results it becomes apparent that

the form of the space does have considerable influence on the level and types of activities that

take place, for example where to sit, walk and play. When looking at how the form of the space

influences the activities of the user, it becomes apparent that the seating areas found in the four

defined parts of the space, are the areas where the greatest amounts of passive activities occur.

Thus, the frequency of sitting activity also is a way to understand how the design features

contribute to or inhabits the level of activities and these varying levels of activity in the four

parts of the space can be attributed to the physical form of the space.

In general, the observation results, analysis and findings with regard to the relationship

among the activity level/type, the use of the design features and activity location along with the

frequency of the activities reveal the actual pattern of use within the Mel Lastman Square. Such

pattern supports William Whyte’s (1980) and Jan Gehl’s (1987) findings regarding the use of

public spaces and types of activities within such spaces.

In his landmark research Whyte (1980) examined many correlations between space use

and the physical environments. His research turns out that it is very important to have many

choices of places to sit. Such choices should be built based on the basic designs while

considering the sittability of the design features. Thus, one of the major factors in space use was

“sittable space” (Whyte 1980). With regard to the role of natural elements (sun, wind, trees, and

water), Whyte also indicates that “people tend to sit in the sun if the temperature is comfortable;

but, people like the option of sitting in the shade when there is sun”. Therefore, people like to sit

under trees which are related closely to the sitting spaces. People also like touchable water such

as streams, fountains, pools. Considering all these, Mel Lastman Square provides a space with

variety of design features to define a sittable space. Such space also provides opportunities for

optional activities (Gehl, 1987) such as sitting, standing walking and playing.

In conclusion, obtaining empirical knowledge about activity patterns and the use of

design features of the space through observation methods is of key importance in understanding

the actual use of the space and has an important role in planning and designing public spaces. In

addition, it might bring additional practical insights, thoughts and criteria about the relationship

between design features of the space and activities taking place within the space.
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Chapter 5

Research Conclusions, Findings and Future Research

5.1. Introduction

This thesis set out to improve understanding of the relationships between activity

patterns, the actual use of public squares, and design features of the urban space. It therefore

reviews theories of urban public spaces in order to understand the components of the space and

their potential relationships. According to this research’s purpose, the main focus is on the two

components of space – activity and physical settings. Investigating the activity and physical

setting relationships requires both theoretical and methodological frameworks. Thus, the

literature review on public spaces leads to the introduction of a theoretical framework which

provides practical principles for conducting this study. Moreover, the lack of knowledge on the

actual use of urban public spaces resulted in the development of a methodology that combined

direct observations, activity maps and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). This method is a

key contribution of this research as the data collection procedure and use of analytical provided

an approach that revealed the common patterns of activities that appear to be affected by

particular urban design features. The knowledge gained about the actual use of the space by

using activity maps, GPS, and GIS is seen as a valuable addition to the current research

approaches in urban design and planning both to describe the actual use of the space revealed by

activity patterns correlated with the space design features and to incorporate the findings into the

design and planning process.

The following sections revisit the thesis findings and discuss the contributions that this

research makes to theory and planning methods procedure.

5.2. Research Questions and Findings

This thesis examines the interaction between activity patterns and the design features of

the urban space and focuses on: 1) how people’s activities relate to the design features of an

urban public square, and 2) how activities are influenced and encouraged by design features. In

order to address these questions, this research employs a combined method to understand the

importance of empirical knowledge about the actual use of the urban space. In addition, a

thorough review of urban public space literature and research methodologies resulted in
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proposing a particular theoretical and methodological framework for this study which is applied

to Mel Lastman Square in the city of Toronto. Thus, the applied combined method, the analysis

results and findings reveal the activity pattern correlated with the design features of the Mel

Lastman square. The following sub sections explain three main aspects of the research

contribution; theoretical, methodological and planning practice.

5.2.1. Theoretical Contribution

The literature review on public urban spaces provides theories of place and the linkages

between the physical dimension and the use of the urban space. The principles for creating urban

spaces that are widely accepted by today’s urban planners and designers can be traced in the

writings of key thinkers of this field such as Canter (1977), Punter (1991), Montgomery (1998),

Whyte (1980), Gehl (1987) and Carmona (2010). This research is built their theoretical

framework that defines components of place and methods for recording and analyzing people’s

activity within the public spaces.

Examining place theories and urban public spaces literature provided an opportunity to

explore place components relationships and principles. In addition, such examination shed light

on the importance of determining theoretical framework with regard to activity and physical

setting typologies. According to Carmona (2010), people’s activities in terms of engagement

level are categorized in two main levels; passive and active. Additionally, this study considers

particular activity types (White, 1988 and Gehl 1987) with regard to level of activity and

considering the actual use of the Mel Lastman Square. Such typologies determine how to explore

people’s activity within the space. Moreover, activity types provide the opportunity to define the

space’s design features. For this study, design features’ typology were distinguished regarding

their location and distribution throughout Mel Lastman square. Thus, the main theoretical

contribution of this study through examining activity - physical setting relationship is in

determining related typologies according to the different urban design contexts.

5.2.2. Methodological Contribution

In addition to the fundamental design theories, this thesis took advantage of GIS analysis

in investigating and describing the relationships between physical setting of urban public spaces

and their uses. According to Al-kodmany (2000), Golicnik (2010) and Thompson (2010), GIS

has been little used in detailed mapping of urban spaces at building or design scale.
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This study attempted to provide a starting point in taking advantage of GIS at the urban

design scale both in data collection procedure and in data analysis process. To understand the

relationship between activity pattern and design features within the space this research employs a

hybrid method composed of direct field observations (Whyte, 1980), activity maps (Ittelson et

al., 1970) and GIS analysis (Golicnik, 2010). In doing so, this study provides additional insight

into data collection, data management and data analysis procedures at the design scale.

This approach contributes to an understanding of how the elements of direct observations

and activity mapping which have traditionally been used in design can be complemented by GPS

collection of activity points and subsequent analysis of the recorded data in GIS. By managing

collected data through ArcMap GIS software, a database of citizen’s activities with respect to

existing design features was created to represent each individual’s use of the study area to be

examined with respect to time, age, gender, and activity type, and activity level, use of the design

feature and the activity location. This database coupled with aerial imagery of the study site,

provided several analytical opportunities that were explored using ArcMap GIS software. It is

clear from the research results and analysis presented in Chapter Four that the relationship

between people’s activities and use of the design examined through cartographic symbolization

of the activity point data and applying “Frequency” as the statistics analysis. Effective use of

symbology and frequency for each one of the attribute fields considering observation sessions,

weekdays and weekends and also creating composite maps revealed the activity patterns and

illustrated the actual use of the design features within the space. The maps and tables created

through this process demonstrate the potential relationship between activities that took place

during the observation periods and the existing design features throughout the space.

Through this methodology, an “empirical knowledge” (Golicnik, 2010) is employed to

describe the activity-physical features relationship within the Mel Lastman Square. According to

the observation results and analysis, common patterns of activity are identified with regard to the

particular physical features of the study area. The value of this research methodology is in

providing designers with tools to enable them to understand the needs and types of users’

activities, and to determine physical features that cater to these diverse needs and activities.

Therefore, from the methodological point of view, this research provides a replicable and

transferable mechanism to invest the actual use of public spaces through gaining the empirical

knowledge of how people interact with the physical features within these spaces. As exploratory
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research, choosing Mel Lastman Square in the city of Toronto provided an opportunity to collect

detailed information of people’s activities, within an urban space that features a number of urban

designed features that are characteristics of many other communities in North American cities of

similar vintage. The manually collected data on activity maps along with recorded activity points

with GPS transferred into ArcMap GIS to establish a database – attribute table – for necessary

analysis with regard to the purpose of the research.

A significant contribution of this research lies in the empirical basis it provides for the

design decision-making, a key gap noted by Frick (2007) among others. This empirical

foundation is built upon the method in which new techniques are used to reliably collect and

manage activity data and explore interrelationships with design features. This combination of

direct observation, activity mapping and using GPS and GIS analysis provides a supportive tool

for urban designers and planners. Through applying this method, practitioners could illustrate

empirical knowledge of the actual urban public spaces’ use with regard to the physical design

features and therefore present the results and analysis in a visual language (Golicnik, 2010) that

is familiar and useful for the designers.

5.2.3. Planning Practice Contribution

This thesis aims to investigate the relationship between activity pattern and the use of

design features through applying a combined methodology of direct observation, activity map

and using GPS capturing activity points and GIS analysis. The goal is to understand the actual

use of the space by creating an empirical knowledge base. It was discovered that the design

features have discernible impacts on activity patterns and locations throughout the space. It was

important to identify the activity level, activity and design features typology in order to explore

the existing relationships. Creating a database that includes this information is of real value at the

urban design scale.

The methods used in this study have been used separately in various studies but their

potential in combination contributes to planning practice in terms of improving the accuracy of

collected activity data. The empirical knowledge derived from both activity maps and GPS

capturing activity points extends traditional research approaches on urban design processes. Such

databases of the urban spaces actual uses could foster design templates and provide a starting

point for further urban public space evaluations and analysis, particularly with respect to public
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participation processes in planning and design (Golicnik, 2010). Using mobile GIS such as

ArcPad to produce and use databases is of key importance for similar future studies. Having and

using this technology and equipment for recording data directly in the field and considering

people’s priority in the use of design features would be very helpful and efficient in data

collection and preparation for further design analysis.

The combined research method and analytical approach based on available and collected

data directly deals with the relationship between activities, uses and the space. Therefore,

applying this effective and efficient method resulted in obtaining actual knowledge about

existing physical settings - activity relations as well as offering a tool for evaluating the quality

of space relative to citizens’ needs. Moreover, it provides a tool for designers and urban studies

professionals to estimate the actual use of a space by different groups (e.g. seniors, youth, etc)

and at different times (Golicnik, 2005). Urban planners and designers often construct design

alternatives that show their expectations of activities by type and location. However, through

empirical data, it is possible to show that designers’ understandings may differ from the actual

use of the designed spaces based on the people’s needs.

5.2.4. Practical Contribution

Considering the observation results and analysis in this study, it is possible to see them as

proof of Whyte’s (1980) attitude that what people want and seek for within the public spaces

would be clear through the direct field observations. In his landmark book “The Social Life of

Small Urban Areas”, Whyte (1980) examined many correlations between space use and the

physical environment and figured out that one of the major factors in the actual use of the space

is the “Sittable Space”. He found that comfortable seating choices are the primary and essential

component of urban public spaces. Similarly, the Project for Public Spaces (2005) also referred

to the good public spaces that give people a flexible choice for seating. This is the similar finding

for Mel Lastman Square. The biggest majority of people using the Mel Lastman Square (67.5%)

were engaged in passive activities such as sitting.

Considering the activity locations within Mel Lastman Square, the analysis revealed that

the most occupied areas (64%) were along the stream, around the pool and tree-lined corridor

with 40% of benches and tables usage. These results indicate what Whyte (1980) argues; “people

like water, streams, fountains, pools and trees”. However, the designed sitting area around the
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theatre podium only hosted almost 1.3% of presented people over the observation period. Thus,

this area is vacant most of the time during the days without any program. Also according to the

activity type, location and frequency it is obvious that the least frequent sitting activity occur in

the pavilion and around the theater sitting area. Whereas, sitting on the benches, tables along the

tree-lined path, along the stream and around the pool constitutes the most frequent passive and

active engagements. Activities such as sitting as optional activities (Gehl, 1987) are related to

what the place has to offer and how they affected by design features. Thus, they depend on the

quality of the physical environment and occur with increasing frequency within the space.

Thus, every activity accomplished by people, passive or active, takes place with regard

to their needs and perceptions of the space. In this way, the presence of people in a particular part

of the space demonstrates the possibilities of the space to be used and probability of the design

features to be occupied. Such empirical knowledge could be put in to work in planning and

designing public spaces. Through this research and using Mel Lastman square as a case study,

the actual knowledge gained by activity mapping, GPS and observation that could be lead to an

effective and responsive design process for other similar public spaces. Therefore, the revealed

pattern of use reflects the spatial potential of particular part of the space and the empirical

knowledge reveals such patterns of use which could provide an additional perspective in urban

public space’s design.

5.3. Research Limitations

According to the available GIS data maps for the Mel Lastman Square, it became

apparent that using GIS for mapping local areas in detail was far less frequent at this micro level

of planning and design. Hence, Al-kodmany (2000) focused on the lack of detailed GIS data at

building and design feature scale. To some degree, this data gap has been reduced in recent years

as cities increasingly integrate Computer Aided Design (CAD) and GIS data resources.

In terms of data collection limitations, it is important to bear in mind the limitation of

using MobileGIS, here Trimble Juno GPS, and the detailed GIS map of the Mel Lastman Square

was not available. To address this limitation, I had to use a georeferenced map which would

result in some degree of error even though using GPS and capturing the activity points provide a

more accurate way of locating the people. In addition, due to the practical use of GPS at the

urban design scale which affects the location of marked points on the GIS map, I had to use the
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editor tool in ArcMap. Thus, I rechecked and matched each point by referring to the activity

maps and videotapes which seems very helpful at this stage and move the displaced points.

Therefore, the limitations of findings would be based either on accuracy of data

collection with GPS or consideration of other relevant aspects that may affect this process such

as availability of GIS data maps.

5.4. Future Research

As an exploratory study, this research has made significance progress in introducing a

combined methodology in data collection, management and analysis at the urban design scale

using recent technologies such as GPS and GIS. Additionally, this research acknowledge that

current GIS data at the local level have limited the use of these technology in the public spaces’

research and even though GIS offers opportunities for data collections and analysis, it has been

little used for detailed mapping of urban public spaces.

Throughout this study, it was documented that the observation results and empirical

knowledge expose the impact of design features on activity patterns and the actual use of the

space. However, the research results answer the questions based on researcher observations and

analysis considering two components of place, physical and activity. While this research narrows

the gap between theory and practice in public space design by understanding the relationship

between actual use and design features of the space, the questions have arisen relating to the

third component of the place, meaning, which is outside the scope of this research.

For this research investigating the people’s activity and the existing relation with the

physical attributes of the space formed the answers to the research questions, however, there is a

significant opportunity to consider people’s perception of the space as well in future researches

using the methods proposed in this study.

People interact with places in their everyday lives. Interactions with places are based on

the meaning people assign to them (Jordan, 1998). On one hand, places provide an activity

context according to their physical form. On the other hand, places give a sense of meaning to

their user which is a fundamental component of social interaction (Jordan, 1998). The core of a

planning focus is the interconnection of people and place, and of activities. Places are as much

social nodes as physical sites, and the meanings given to them are based on the interactions

which take place within them (Stephenson, 2010). The structure of the built environment
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identifies the places where particular activities take place, and determine which areas are to be

used by whom and what for. In general, it identifies social interaction, movement patterns, and

human behavior (Bornberg, 2008).

Carmona (2010) believes that understanding the relationship between people (society)

and their environment (space) is a necessary component of urban design. People are not passive,

they affect and change the environment as it affects and changes their activity pattern. Urban

places in the contemporary city are changing by modification in response to their user’s needs

and technological development (Sepe, 2009). Therefore, in order to explore the “changing

nature” and “complexity of contemporary urban areas”, new and innovative methodologies and

approaches relevant to visual analytical tools are currently under application and implication

(Sepe, 2009). These methods could apply approaches to analyze and illustrate contemporary

place identity and place perceptions.

As GIS is becoming popular and powerful analytical tool in the planning practice, there is

an opportunity to investigate people’s sense of place through this tool. Applying methods and

using GIS as a powerful visual tool provide a way that enable identification of those elements not

shown in traditional mapping which create identity of place, sense of place, and attempts to make

them readable. Therefore there is an opportunity to open a door toward including people’s

perception of a place as GIS information and database through using mobile GIS and activity

maps. In order to obtain more complete information about how people feel about a place, public

participation is an essential element. In this regard, one of the advantages of the future research

on this aspect of place component is in exploring public participation GIS (PPGIS), as a visual

analytical tool which is currently usable in spatial analysis and planning for urban places to help

identifying sense of place and place identity elements defined through people perceptions. The

purpose of such investigation is to explore different ways of mapping sense of place through

PPGIS and mobile GIS and identifying barriers and opportunities facing planning practitioners in

implementing PPGIS for mapping sense of place.

In order to achieve the objective mentioned above, in proposed future research the

following questions should be answered: 1) how can the concept of place be represented within

PPGIS?, 2) How do people value places and what do they map through PPGIS?, 3) How can the

meaning of a place be assign through PPGIS?, and 4) How can PPGIS include spatial

information that helps designers make decisions about sense of place?
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According to the results of this research, integration of Place theory, considering all three

components of place with Public Participation GIS and using mobile GIS to identify the place

elements is one significant area of proposed future research. People define complex meaning and

structures of places and based on such meaning they decide about activities patterns. Current GIS

do not easily illustrate mapping of these activities occurring on places relative to the meaning of

place. Integrating a model of how people conceptualize and perceive places into GIS will

therefore increase the usefulness of these systems. If concepts of place become a fundamental

component of GIS, then GIS will be able to make important decisions about places according to

people’s sense of place (Jordan 1998).

Although GIS is currently applied in planning processes (Al-kodmany, 2000), and offers

opportunities for existing data analysis, it has been little used in mapping intangible designing

elements (Golicnik, 2011). This shows a need for profound investigation and concentration on

GIS as an analytical visual tool for mapping non-readable qualitative component of place.

Sieber (2006) believes that PPGIS is a specific approach for engaging the public in decision

making process through integrating local knowledge, contextualizing complex spatial

information, and allowing participants to interact with input data, analyzing proposed

alternatives and empowering individuals and groups. Achieving a PPGIS approach in planning

process requires integrating local knowledge in creating GIS database and working to

incorporate intangible information, such as how people value a place or describe their sense of

place (Talen, 2000).

In general, the significance of this type of studies takes three aspects, from theoretical,

practical and methodological points of view. In the instance, research will focus on the theories

of place, place making and linking literature with public participation and GIS (PPGIS), the

second will link theory and practice and will show the importance of applying visual tools (GIS)

in designing process, people engagement in decision making process while the third, will

consider the development of technology in data collection and analysis.
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Daily Observation – Weekday – Tuesday

Activity Level No. % Activity Type No. % Design Features No. % Activity Location No. %

Active 107 34.52

Cycle 7 2.26 Bench 98 31.61 Along Stream 52 16.77
Play 10 3.23 Edge 17 5.48 Sideway Stream 17 5.48
Play-Music 3 0.97 Grass Space 16 5.16 Around Pool 78 25.16
Walk 73 23.55 Round Table 14 4.19 Fountain 4 1.29
Walk-Child 9 2.90 Table 49 16.13 Garden Court 37 11.94
Walk-Pram 5 1.61 Walkway 116 37.42 Theatre area 25 8.06

Passive 203 65.48

Lay 2 0.65 Transition area 28 9.03
Sit 167 53.87 Tree-lined 69 22.26
Sit –Child 7 2.26
Sit- Pram 10 3.23
Stand 17 5.48

Total 310 100 Total 310 100 Total 310 100 Total 310 100
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Appendix 2. Timing and Activity Observation – Weekday – Tuesday

Activity Type
Morning Afternoon Evening

Design Features
Morning Afternoon Evening

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
Cycle 3 2.88 1 0.79 3 3.75 Bench 27 25.96 50 39.68 21 26.25

Play 2 1.92 3 2.38 5 6.25 Edge 6 5.77 9 7.14 2 2.5
Play-Music 1 0.96 1 0.79 1 1.25 Grass Space 3 2.88 8 6.35 5 6.25

Walk 30 28.85 22 17.46 21 26.25 Round Table 5 4.81 8 6.35 1 1.25
Walk-Child 2 1.92 3 2.38 4 5 Table 16 15.38 18 14.29 15 18.75
Walk-Pram 2 1.92 1 0.79 2 2.5 Walkway 47 45.19 33 26.19 36 45
Lay 1 0.96 1 0.79 0 0
Sit 48 46.15 80 63.49 39 48.75
Sit –Child 2 1.92 5 3.97 0 0
Sit- Pram 4 3.85 4 3.17 2 2.5
Stand 9 8.65 5 3.97 3 3.75

Total 104 100 126 100 80 100 Total 104 100 126 100 80 100
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Appendix 3. Daily Observation – Weekday – Friday

Activity Level No. % Activity Type No. % Design Features No. % Activity Location No. %

Active 84 27.18

Cycle 2 0.65 Bench 108 34.95 Along Stream 70 22.65
Exercise 4 1.29 Edge 15 4.85 Sideway Stream 11 3.56
Photo 4 1.29 Grass Space 14 4.53 Around Pool 76 24.60
Play 9 2.91 Round Table 16 5.18 Fountain 3 0.97
Play-Music 3 0.97 Table 39 12.62 Garden Court 29 9.39
Walk 46 14.89 Walkway 117 37.86 Pavilion 2 0.65
Walk-Child 10 3.24 Theatre area 22 7.12
Walk-Pram 6 1.94 Theatre sitting area 4 1.29

Passive 225 72.82

Sit 164 53.07 Transition area 29 9.39
Sit -Child 6 1.94 Tree-lined 62 20.06
Sit- Pram 13 4.21 Waterworks 1 0.32
Sit-Wheelchair 3 0.97
Stand 34 11
Stand-Child 1 0.32
Stand- Pram 4 1.29

Total 309 100 Total 309 100 Total 309 100 Total 309 100
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Appendix 4. Timing and Activity Observation –Weekday – Friday

Activity Type
Morning Afternoon Evening

Design Features
Morning Afternoon Evening

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Cycle 2 2.35 0 0 0 0 Bench 29 34.12 53 43.80 26 25.24

Exercise 3 3.53 0 0 1 0.97 Edge 5 5.88 4 3.31 6 5.83
Photo 3 3.53 0 0 1 0.97 Grass Space 6 7.06 3 2.48 5 4.85

Play 3 3.53 3 2.47 3 2.91 Round Table 4 4.70 7 5.79 5 4.85
Play-Music 1 1.18 1 0.83 1 0.97 Table 12 14.12 12 9.92 15 14.56
Walk 10 11.76 25 20.66 11 10.68 Walkway 29 34.12 42 34.71 46 44.66

Walk-Child 2 2.35 2 1.65 6 5.83
Walk-Pram 2 2.35 0 0 4 3.88
Sit 43 50.59 76 62.81 45 43.69

Sit –Child 1 1.18 2 1.65 3 2.91
Sit- Pram 7 8.24 1 0.83 5 4.85

Sit-Wheelchair 0 0 1 0.83 2 1.94
Stand 6 7.06 10 8.26 18 17.48
Stand-Child 1 1.18 0 0 0 0
Stand-Pram 1 1.18 0 0 3 2.91
Total 85 100 121 100 103 100 Total 85 100 121 100 103 100
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Appendix 5. Daily Observation – Weekend – Saturday

Activity Level No. % Activity Type No. % Design Features No. % Activity Location No. %

Active 111 33.23

Cycle 1 0.30 Bench 80 23.95 Along Stream 49 14.67
Exercise 2 0.60 Edge 34 10.18 Sideway Stream 15 4.49
Photo 4 1.20 Grass Space 23 6.89 Around Pool 95 28.44
Play 15 4.49 Round Table 10 3.00 Fountain 11 3.29
Play-Music 3 0.90 Table 20 5.99 Garden Court 20 5.99
Walk 65 19.46 Walkway 167 50 Pavilion 4 1.20
Walk-Child 3 0.90 Theatre area 33 9.88
Walk-Pram 17 5.09 Theatre sitting area 6 1.80
Walk-Wheelchair 1 0.30 Transition area 37 11.08

Passive 223 66.77

Lay 1 0,30 Tree-lined 61 18.26
Sit 132 39.52 Waterworks 3 0.90
Sit -Child 7 2.10
Sit- Pram 12 3.60
Sit-Wheelchair 3 0.90
Stand 63 18.86
Stand-Child 2 0.60
Stand- Pram 3 0.90

Total 334 100 Total 334 100 Total 334 100 Total 334 100
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Appendix 6. Timing and Activity Observation – Weekend – Saturday

Activity Type
Morning Afternoon Evening

Design Features
Morning Afternoon Evening

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Cycle 0 0 0 0 1 0.55 Bench 13 25.49 21 20.39 46 25.55

Exercise 2 3.92 0 0 0 0 Edge 3 5.88 8 7.77 23 12.77

Photo 1 1.96 3 2.91 0 0 Grass Space 4 7.84 6 5.82 13 7.22

Play 4 7.84 1 0.97 10 5.55 Round Table 1 1.96 2 1.94 7 3.88

Play-Music 1 1.96 1 0.97 1 0.55 Table 4 7.84 6 5.83 10 5.55

Walk 13 25.49 29 28.15 23 12.77 Walkway 26 50.98 60 58.25 81 45

Walk-Child 1 1.96 2 1.94 0 0

Walk-Pram 1 1.96 4 3.88 12 6.66

Walk-Wheelchair 0 0 0 0 1 0.55

Lay 0 0 1 0.97 0 0

Sit 17 33.33 28 27.18 87 48.33

Sit –Child 3 5.88 3 2.91 1 0.55

Sit- Pram 1 1.96 6 5.82 5 2.77

Sit-Wheelchair 0 0 1 0.97 2 1.11

Stand 5 9.80 22 21.36 36 20

Stand-Child 1 1.96 1 0.97 0 0

Stand- Pram 1 1.96 1 0.97 0 0

Total 51 100 103 100 180 100 Total 51 100 103 100 180 100
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Appendix 7. Daily Observation – Weekend – Sunday

Activity Level No. % Activity Type No. % Design Features No. % Activity Location No. %

Active 95 33.58

Cycle 9 3.37 Bench 70 Along Stream 47 17.60
Exercise 6 2.25 Edge 28 Sideway Stream 12 4.49
Photo 3 1.12 Grass Space 31 Around Pool 53 19.85
Play 13 4.87 Round Table 8 Fountain 10 3.75
Play-Music 4 1.50 Table 29 Garden Court 38 14.23
Walk 45 16.85 Walkway 101 Pavilion 3 1.12
Walk-Child 5 1.87 Theatre area 17 6.37
Walk-Pram 9 3.37 Theatre sitting area 7 2.62
Walk-
Wheelchair

1 0.37
Transition area 18 6.74

Passive 172 66.42

Sit 122 45.69 Tree-lined 57 21.35
Sit -Child 7 2.62 Waterworks 5 1,87
Sit- Pram 20 7.49
Sit-
Wheelchair

1 0.37

Stand 17 6.37
Stand- Pram 5 1.87

Total 267 100 Total 267 100 Total 267 100 Total 267 100
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Appendix 8. Timing and Activity Observation – Weekend – Sunday

Activity Type
Morning Afternoon Evening

Design Features
Morning Afternoon Evening

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No %

Cycle 3 3.70 4 5.13 2 1.85 Bench 16 19.75 22 28.20 32 29.63

Exercise 3 3.70 2 2.56 1 0.93 Edge 10 12.35 7 8.97 11 10.19

Photo 1 1.23 0 0 2 1.85 Grass Space 12 14.81 8 10.26 11 10.19

Play 4 4.94 7 8.97 2 1.85 Round Table 3 3.70 2 2.56 3 2.77

Play-Music 1 1.23 1 1.28 2 1.85 Table 6 7.40 10 12.82 13 12.04

Walk 16 19.75 13 16.66 16 14.81 Walkway 38 46.91 29 37.18 38 35.19

Walk-Child 2 2.47 2 2.56 1 0.93

Walk-Pram 6 7.41 2 2.56 1 0.93

Walk-Wheelchair 0 0 0 0 1 0.93

Sit 29 35.80 29 37.18 64 59.26

Sit -Child 3 3.70 3 3.85 1 0.93

Sit- Pram 6 7.41 11 1.28 3 2.77

Sit-Wheelchair 0 0 0 0 1 0.93

Stand 7 8.64 2 2.56 8 7.41

Stand- Pram 0 0 2 2.56 3 2.77

Total 81 100 78 100 108 100 Total 81 100 78 100 108 100
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Appendix  9-1.
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Appendix  9-2.
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Appendix  9-3.
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Appendix  9-4.
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Appendix 10. All Observation Sessions

Activity Level No. % Activity Type No. % Design Features No. % Activity Location No. %

Active 397 32.54

Cycle 19 1.56 Bench 356 29.18 Along Stream 218 17.87
Exercise 12 0.98 Edge 94 7.70 Around Pool 302 24.75
Photo 11 0.90 Grass Space 84 0.69 Fountain 28 2.30
Play 47 3.85 Round Table 48 3.93 Garden Court 124 10.16
Play-Music 13 1.07 Table 137 11.23 Pavilion 9 0.74
Walk 229 18.77 Walkway 501 41.06 Sideway Stream 55 4.51
Walk-Child 27 2.21 Theatre  area 97 7.95
Walk-Pram 37 3.03 Theatre sitting area 17 1.39
Walk-
Wheelchair

2 0.16
Transition area 112 9.18

Passive 823 67.46

Lay 3 0.25 Tree-lined 249 20.41
Sit 585 47.95 Waterworks 9 0.74
Sit -Child 27 2.21
Sit- Pram 55 4.51
Sit-
Wheelchair

7 0.57

Stand 131 10.74
Stand-Child 3 0.25
Stand- Pram 12 0.98

Total 1220 100 Total 1220 100 Total 1220 100 Total 1220 100
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Appendix  11-1.
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Appendix  11-2.
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Appendix  11-3.
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Appendix 12. Timing and All Activity Observation Sessions

Activity Type
Morning Afternoon Evening

Design Features
Morning Afternoon Evening

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Cycle 8 2.49 5 1.17 6 1.27 Bench 85 26.48 146 34.11 125 26.54

Exercise 8 2.49 2 0.47 2 0.42 Edge 24 7.48 28 6.54 42 8.92

Photo 5 1.56 3 0.70 3 0.64 Grass Space 25 7.79 25 5.84 34 7.22

Play 13 4.05 14 3.27 20 0.42 Round Table 13 4.05 19 4.44 16 3.40

Play-Music 4 1.25 4 0.93 5 1.06 Table 38 11.84 46 10.75 53 11.25

Walk 69 21.50 89 20.79 71 15.07 Walkway 136 42.37 164 38.32 201 42.68

Walk-Child 7 2.18 9 2.10 11 2.34

Walk-Pram 11 3.43 7 1.64 19 4.03

Walk-Wheelchair 0 0 0 0 2 0.42

Lay 1 0.312 2 0.47 0 0

Sit 137 42.68 213 49.77 235 49.89

Sit -Child 9 2.80 13 3.04 5 1.06

Sit- Pram 18 5.61 22 5.14 15 3.18

Sit-Wheelchair 0 0 2 0.47 5 1.06

Stand 27 8.41 39 9.11 65 13.80

Stand-Child 2 0.62 1 0.23 0 0

Stand- Pram 2 0.62 3 0.70 7 1.49

Total 321 100 428 100 471 100 Total 321 100 428 100 471 100
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Appendix 13. All Observations – Weekdays

Activity Level No. % Activity Type No. % Design Features No. % Activity Location No. %

Active 191 30.86

Cycle 9 1.45 Bench 206 33.28 Along Stream 122 19.71
Exercise 4 0.65 Edge 32 5.17 Sideway Stream 28 4.52
Photo 4 0.65 Grass Space 30 4.85 Around Pool 154 24.88
Play 19 3.07 Round Table 30 4.85 Fountain 7 1.14
Play-Music 6 0.97 Table 88 14.22 Garden Court 66 10.66
Walk 119 19.22 Walkway 233 37.64 Pavilion 2 0.32
Walk-Child 19 3.07 Theatre area 47 7.59
Walk-Pram 11 1.78 Theatre sitting area 4 0.65

Passive 428 69.14

Lay 2 0.32 Transition area 57 9.21
Sit 331 53.47 Tree-lined 131 21.16
Sit -Child 13 2.10 Waterworks 1 0.16
Sit- Pram 23 3.72
Sit-Wheelchair 3 0.48
Stand 51 8.24
Stand-Child 1 0.16
Stand- Pram 4 0.65

Total 619 100 Total 619 100 Total 619 100 Total 619 100
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Appendix 14. Timing and Activity Observations – Weekdays

Activity Type
Morning Afternoon Evening

Design Features
Morning Afternoon Evening

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Cycle 5 2.65 1 0.40 3 1.64 Bench 56 29.63 103 41.70 47 25.68

Exercise 3 1.59 0 0 1 0.55 Edge 11 5.82 13 5.26 8 4.37

Photo 3 1.59 0 0 1 0.55 Grass Space 9 4.76 11 4.45 10 5.46

Play 5 2.65 6 2.43 8 4.37 Round Table 9 4.76 15 6.07 6 3.28

Play-Music 2 1.06 2 0.81 2 1.10 Table 28 14.81 30 12.15 30 16.39

Walk 40 21.16 47 19.03 32 17.49 Walkway 76 40.21 75 30.36 82 44.81

Walk-Child 4 2.12 5 2.02 10 5.46

Walk-Pram 4 2.12 1 0.40 6 3.28

Lay 1 0.53 1 0.40 0 0

Sit 91 48.15 156 63.16 84 45.90

Sit -Child 3 1.59 7 2.83 3 1.64

Sit- Pram 11 5.82 5 2.02 7 3.83

Sit-Wheelchair 0 0 1 0.40 2 1.10

Stand 15 7.94 15 6.07 21 11.48

Stand-Child 1 0.53 0 0 0 0

Stand- Pram 1 0.53 0 0 3 1.64

Total 189 100 247 100 183 100 Total 189 100 247 100 183 100
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Appendix 15. All Observations – Weekends

Activity Level No. % Activity Type No. % Design Features No. % Activity Location No. %

Active 206 34.28

Cycle 10 1.66 Bench 150 24.96 Along Stream 96 15.97
Exercise 8 1.29 Edge 62 10.32 Sideway Stream 27 4.50
Photo 7 1.16 Grass Space 54 8.99 Around Pool 148 24.63
Play 28 4.66 Round Table 18 3.00 Fountain 21 3.49
Play-Music 7 1.16 Table 49 8.15 Garden Court 58 9.65
Walk 110 18.30 Walkway 268 44.60 Pavilion 7 1.16
Walk-Child 8 13.31 Theatre area 50 8.32
Walk-Pram 26 4.33 Theatre sitting area 13 2.16
Walk-Wheelchair 2 0.33 Transition area 55 9.15

Passive 395 65.72

Lay 1 0.17 Tree-lined 118 19.63
Sit 254 42.26 Waterworks 8 1.33
Sit -Child 14 2.33
Sit- Pram 32 5.32
Sit-Wheelchair 4 0.67
Stand 80 13.31
Stand-Child 2 0.33
Stand- Pram 8 1.33

Total 601 100 Total 601 100 Total 601 100 Total 601 100
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Appendix 16. Timing and Activity Observations – Weekends

Activity Type
Morning Afternoon Evening

Design Features
Morning Afternoon Evening

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Cycle 3 2.27 4 2.21 3 1.04 Bench 29 21.97 43 23.76 78 27.08

Exercise 5 3.79 2 1.10 1 0.35 Edge 13 9.85 15 8.29 34 11.81

Photo 2 1.51 3 1.66 2 0.69 Grass Space 16 12.12 14 7.73 24 8.33

Play 8 6.06 8 4.42 12 4.17 Round Table 4 3.03 4 2.21 10 3.47

Play-Music 2 1.51 2 1.10 3 1.04 Table 10 7.58 16 8.84 23 7.99

Walk 29 21.97 42 23.20 39 13.54 Walkway 60 45.45 89 49.17 119 41.32

Walk-Child 3 2.27 4 2.21 1 0.35

Walk-Pram 7 5.30 6 3.31 13 4.51

Walk-wheelchair 0 0 0 0 2 0.69

Lay 0 0 1 0.55 0 0

Sit 46 34.85 57 31.49 151 52.43

Sit -Child 6 4.55 6 3.31 2 0.69

Sit- Pram 7 5.30 17 9.39 8 2.77

Sit-Wheelchair 0 0 1 0.55 3 1.04

Stand 12 9.10 24 13.26 44 15.28

Stand-Child 1 0.76 1 0.55 0 0

Stand- Pram 1 0.76 3 1.66 4 1.38

Total 132 100 181 100 288 100 Total 132 100 181 100 288 100
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